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The thesis deals with the use of a small digital computer to 
model dynamic continuous systems, with particular reference to problems 
arising in the chemical industry. The block structured simulation 
program developed for this work is known as ’’Simulated Hybrid Analogue 
Computer” (SHAC).
Digital computers have largely superseded analogue computers for 
general purpose simulation of medium sized problems, the analogue being 
used mainly for teaching purposes or for very large, high speed 
problems. Historically, the digital computers used for this work have 
been the large service computers and the trend in simulation programs 
has been towards greater sophistication. This work has been in the 
opposite direction and it is demonstrated that, with carefully chosen 
techniques, a small digital computer may be used conveniently and 
economically to simulate medium sized ’analogue' models. This is 
particularly valuable where access to a service computer is poor, yet 
a small computer is readily available.
The techniques used in designing the simulation program are 
carefully evaluated and a novel integration technique which is used 
is shown to be highly efficient yet simple to implement. A number of 
special facilities are described which facilitate the modelling of 
process control systems.
The SHAC program is tested on three types of problem and is 
found to give reliable results at an acceptable speed. Another 
process control problem is run on SHAC and on three other programs;
SHAC compares favourably on reliability, economy and speed.
SHAC could readily be extended to carry out Real Time 
Simulation (using actual equipment) and automatic optimisation; 
techniques for doing this are discussed.
Although the program has been written for a specific computer, 
the techniques are applicable to most process control and mini 
computers. The descriptions given in this thesis would enable a 
simulation program to be produced for another small computer very
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS
ALGOL - scientific high level language supported particularly in 
Europe (Naur, 1963).
ARGUS - Ferranti process control computer (mythology - God with 100 
eyes).
Assembler language - simple computer language in which each line of 
program corresponds to one computer instruction.
Bit - Binary digiT, having only two values, 0 and 1.
Byte - short computer word normally consisting of 8 bits.
Compiler - program which converts a high level language program into 
a series of computer instructions.
CSMP - Continuous System Modelling Program - trade name of IBM 
Corporation for simulation programs 1130/CSMP (block structured) and 
360/CSMP (statement structured).
CSSL - Continuous System Simulation Language - specification for 
simulation programs produced by American professional group,
Simulation Councils Inc.
DSL/90 - Digital Simulation Language 90 - trade name of IBM Corporation 
for the first widely used statement structured simulation program, 
available on IBM 7090 computers.
Fixed point arithmetic - system of calculation where each number is 
represented as a single value e.g.
Argus fixed point fraction (24 bit word) :-1.0000000 to 0*9999999,
.6
precision 1 in 8 x 10 ± * 23 bit fraction
Floating point arithmetic - system of calculation where each number is 
represented by a value multiplied by a power e.g.
Argus floating point number, 18 bit abscissa F (g < F < 1), 6 bit 
exponent I (0 < I < 6!
Precision 1 in 65,000
9 -10
3). Range-2.14 x 10 to i 1.0 x 10 ,
17 bit fraction F 6 bitexponent I number = F x 2 (I “ 32^
FORTRAN - FORmula TRANslator - scientific high level language in 
widespread use.
Hardware - computer electronic equipment.
High level language - sophisticated computer language allowing program 
to be expressed in 'plain language'. One line of program will normally 
result in many computer instructions.
K - shorthand for 1000, often used loosely for 2 ^  =1024* 
e.g. core size = 4K =4096 words.
Offline - operations carried out when computer is dedicated to one task.
On-line - operations carried out whilst computer is connected to plant 
equipment or is concurrently servicing a number of programs.
Program - sequence of instructions directing computer to carry out 
specified task.
Programme - plan of activities.
Real Time - simulation carried out at the same speed as the system 
being modelled.
SL/1 - Simulation Language 1 - trade name of Xerox Corporation for a 
statement, structured simulation program available on SIGMA series 
computers.
Software - computer program or subprogram.
INTKUDUCT1UJN AINU UUiL.-U.Nii ur
SIMULATION IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Simulation techniques have been used in the study of chemical 
reactions and chemical plant since the mid 1950's, either using 
analogue computers or mathematical models on digital computers.
Because of their large capital cost, such facilities were centralised. 
However, the simulation practitioners in Imperial Chemical Industries 
Limited (ICI) are located at the various operating divisions, so few 
of them have had good access to simulation facilities. More recently, 
the provision of digital simulation languages on the IBM 360 computers 
has improved facilities because most divisions now have such a computer, 
but the programs can only be run in batch operation. Although analogue 
computers have improved greatly over the period, the company still only 
operates one major analogue machine (which has now been converted into 
a full hybrid). Elsewhere, the workload does not justify the purchase 
and maintenance of medium-sized analogue/hybrid computers capable of 
modelling the majority of plant problems.
INTRODUCTION OF DIGITAL PROCESS CONTROL COMPUTERS
The first Direct Digital Control (DDC) computer to be used on a 
full size chemical plant was installed, by ICI, in 1962. This demon­
strated the practicability of the technique and by 1966 there were 
10 DDC computers being installed in ICI (6 of them being Ferranti Argus 
machines). These applications showed that quite small digital process 
control computers were capable of controlling complex plant using 
relatively unsophisticated programming techniques. Essentially the DDC 
program is a mathematical model of the plant controllers which would 
otherwise be installed to accept measurements from plant instrumentation 
and drive control valves.
During the same period, computers were being considered for use 
in chemical laboratories and a Ferranti Argus was installed in 1967 to 
control the powerful mass spectrometer in a Divisional research 
laboratory.
OUTLINE OF THE CURRENT INVESTIGATION
The work has involved the combination of the two fields discussed 
above - simulation and process control computing - and was largely 
carried out between 1966 and 1968, although the pressure of other 
projects has prevented the presentation of this thesis until 1972. A
small computer has been used to replace an analogue computer in a 
similar way to the established replacement of process controllers. 
Whereas other developments in the digital simulation field have aimed 
at producing sophisticated languages which may be used only on large 
powerful computers, this work has specifically aimed to use very simple 
techniques which can give efficient "analogue" computing facilities on 
digital process control computers.
Chapter 1 surveys the problems which are simulated in the 
chemical industry and gives a detailed description of the analogue, 
digital and hybrid simulation facilities available.
The design of a simulation program for a small computer is 
discussed in Chapter 2, where the use of an unconventional integration 
technique is justified. The program is known as the "Simulated Hybrid 
Analogue Computer" (SHAC) program (this name being enshrined in the 
project documentation before a more elegant title was devised). In 
Chapter 3, a number of facilities are added to the general simulation 
program to make it of particular use in the chemical industry.
The performance of the SHAC program on three test problems is 
described in Chapter 4. These problems were chosen to test different 
features of the program, namely the effect of feedback delay, stability 
with stiff equations, and simulation of a relatively large problem.
Chapter 5 takes a large plant simulation, which has been used as 
an ICI benchmark, and analyses the performance of SHAC. This is 
critically, compared with results from two commercially available digital 
Simulation programs and from another program under development.
Many Ferranti Argus computers have analogue and digital input/ 
output equipment to connect them to process plant and experiments and, 
in Chapter 6, the extension of SHAC to run in real time and incorporate 
plant equipment is discussed.
Iterative and optimising facilities are readily added to a digital 
simulation. The different ways of doing this are considered in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, guidelines are presented for choosing the best 
simulation technique for a particular problem. The place of SHAC in the 
field is clearly stated.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Contrary to current trends, it has been shown that the limited 
facilities of a small digital computer may be used for effective
simulation of medium-sized models. The techniques used in the 
simulation program must be carefully chosen to avoid severe penalties 
in space or speed and a novel integration technique has proved to. be 
very successful.
The program which has been developed provides facilities which 
are similar in many respects to those of an analogue computer. It is a 
little more difficult to use than the sophisticated simulation 
programs on larger computers, largely because variables must be scaled 
in a way which is similar to that used for analogue computers, but 
rather simpler . The extra cost of setting up the problem is offset by 
the economy and speed of running the simulation.
Many university and industrial departments cannot justify the 
purchase and maintenance of an analogue computer for the volume of 
simulation work which they carry out, yet may own or have good access 
to some kind of digital computer. In this sense there is no need to 
compare the program to an &««logue computer as it permits ’analogue1 
simulation where an analogue computer cannot be bought. However, even 
where the cost of an analogue computer could be borne, it would not 
necessarily be the best solution because, except for the advantage of 
its potential speed, the analogue suffers in comparison with the 
simulation program on several points including: precision, range, 
flexibility, repeatability and ready provision of nonlinear and non­
standard facilities.
The initial design of the program was to allow it to run on 
small computers, purchased for use inside research laboratories and 
not fully utilised throughout the day. This design also makes it an 
attractive program to run on medium sized computers with time-sharing 
systems to operate process plant or laboratory experiments.
A program of this kind is particularly valuable in locations 
where a small computer is available but there is only poor access to 
a large computer. Even when access is good, the costs of running 
simulation programs on service computers are considerable, because 
these programs make heavy demands on the arithmetic power of the 
computers, and departments should consider using a slightly less 
convenient but ’free1 program on a computer which they already own. 
Apart from the cost, a strong advantage over the large computer is 
the rapidity with which it is possible to develop and run a simulation, 
as the computer is operated directly by the user who can make many 
corrections and multiple runs during a single session at the computer.
If available on a time-sharing system, the program may be used over 
large periods of the working day.
Although the program has been written specifically for the 
Argus computer, the techniques are general and could readily be re­
programmed to give effective simulation programs on other computers 
with similarly limited facilities.
Further work is recommended along the following ■lines:-’
- complete the modifications discussed in Chapter 7 to allow the 
program to run under a time-sharing system, with facilities to 
add optimising and tuning routines through FORTRAN programs.
- provide a good level of documentation to assist users.
- serious consideration should be given to rewriting the program in 
the RTL/2 language (Gray, 1970). This high-level language, based 
on ALGOL, is being developed in ICI for programming process control 
computers. It is computer independent, very nearly as efficient as 
good assembler languages and would make the program available on 
many more small and medium-sized computers.
- the value of the program should be assessed for novel ’analogue1 
simulation techniques such as linear programming and the ’reverse 
time’ modelling suggested by Williamson (1969).
It is not felt that real-time simulation, incorporating actual 
plant equipment, will ever be heavily used in -the-.chemical- industry, 
except perhaps for operator training on a full scale plant control 
panel.
Although the problem input format could be simplified to 
advantage, attempts should be resisted to ’improve’ the program by 
adding facilities for floating point arithmetic, automatic problem 
sorting, or problem specification in high level language. Such 
changes would lead to unacceptable increases in core usage or 
reductions in simulation speed so that the program would no longer 
meet its original specification of providing a fast reliable 
simulation facility using a limited digital computer.
Simulation is the modelling of a physical system in such a 
way that the variables in the model behave according to, 
mathematical laws which are similar to those obeyed by the
variables in the system under test. The degree of similarity, and
the range of conditions for which the model must represent the true
system, vary greatly in different studies, depending on the
particular features of the system which are of interest in the study
Simulation is carried out because it is more convenient to perform
experiments on the model than it is on the actual system, some 
appropriate circumstances being:
- where a system has been designed, but not built.
- where experimentation could drive the system into a dangerous or
costly condition.
- where accurate measurements of system variables require expensive 
equipment.
- where the system time-scale is inconveniently short or long for 
experimentation.
This definition of ’simulation* applies to a very wide range 
of activities, so it is necessary to clarify the area studied in 
this work, which is : ’the simulation of dynamic continuous systems 
using a small digital computer, and critical comparisons of this 
method -with the techniques using analogue, hybrid and, in 
particular, large digital computers'. A system can be modelled in 
the steady or the dynamic state. A model of the former kind is 
usually described by a set of simultaneous algebraic equations - 
such as those describing the heat and mass balances in a chemical 
reactor - and, whilst the values of the variables may change as 
solutions are computed from initial guesses, the only values which 
are physically significant are those when the solution has Converged 
to a steady state. (Andrew, 1968, describes the use of such a model 
to optimise the size and number of process vessels in a chemical 
plant). On the other hand, a dynamic model will normally consist of 
a set of differential equations and in this case the transient 
values of the variables are of interest - examples are discussed 
in section 1.1. It is usually possible to compute steady state 
solutions using a method designed for dynamic studies (but not 
vice versa).
xt is convenient to ctasbity paysttai »y»tcmt> «» c h u c j . 
continuous or discrete. Continuous systems are ones where the 
variables in the system change gradually (such as the level in a 
tank when liquid is flowing in or out) but, to quote Burling (1970), 
’a discrete system or process is one in which traffic or throughput 
moves from one separately identifiable station or facility to 
another, in one or more distinct sequences’ - an example being the 
stock of products in a warehouse. Fahrland (1970) discusses attempts 
now being made to simulate systems which have both continuous and 
discrete features - such as a chemical plant, the products from 
which are bagged and stored in a warehouse.
A model is normally set up mechanically as a scale model or 
mathematically on a computer - analogue, hybrid or digital (the 
latter including both general purpose digital computers and digital 
differential analysers). Mechanical models are a very specialised 
interest and largely restricted to studies of fluid flow, this being 
notoriously difficult to express mathematically but relatively easy 
to study with scale models - for example, models of river systems 
and windtunnel 'studies of aircraft.
This work is particularly concerned with the way in which 
dynamic simulation is used within the chemical industry, but the 
techniques are of broad application.
The first section of this chapter describes typical 
applications of simulation in the industry, followed by brief 
comments on the methods currently in use and ending with an 
analysis of facilities required.
1 APPLICATIONS IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
A number of the more common applications are:
- Control loop design. A large number of automatic control schemes 
are used in chemical plants, the majority of the control loops 
being troublefree. However, a small proportion of these loops 
need a specialised control scheme because of non-linear 
characteristics or time delay in the loop. Such a plant section 
may be simulated and various designs of control scheme evaluated 
before trying out the control in practice. A steam distribution 
system was modelled in this way by Sellers (1968).
chemical plant being a distillation train where as many as 
twenty distillation columns may be used successively to refine 
a product mixture. To economise on heat requirements, the cooling 
medium in a heat exchanger on one column will be the feedstock 
to another column, thus preheating the feedstock. This-means 
that changes to operating conditions on one column affect other 
columns both downstream and upstream, creating disturbances 
which can grow rapidly and uncontrollably. Such systems are 
frequently simulated at the design stage but the complexity 
and ’stiffness1 of the resulting equations makes the simulation 
a formidable task (a stiff system has heavily interacting parts 
with widely different time constants).
- Process vessel design. Standard techniques exist for steady 
state design of process equipment -- for example to ensure that 
heat transfer areas are adequate to meet heat losses. However 
checks are required to ensure that the system is designed 
correctly to move from one operating state to another. Such a 
simulation is described in section 4.3.
- Reaction kineticists postulate schemes or models of how a 
chemical reaction proceeds. Such a scheme may have many stages 
each with estimated rate constants. In a simulation, these 
constants are adjusted until a time history of the concentrations 
of the different components corresponds to the concentrations 
measured experimentally. Such a model is described in section 4.2.
- Economic models of company cash flow using discounted cash flow 
techniques are dynamic, and simulation affords a good mechanism 
for testing different policies (Gillings, 1959).
ANALOGUE COMPUTERS
Analogue computers first made simulation studies feasible in 
the 1950's and gained wide acceptance, particularly in the aerospace, 
nuclear power and chemical industries. Thomason (1960) and Key (1970) 
list many applications. The analogue computer represents numbers as 
the magnitude of electrical voltages and consists of discrete 
electronic modules which operate upon electrical signals according 
to known mathematical laws, the most important of which is integration 
with respect to time. A removable patch-board enables these modules 
to be interconnected to set up models.
patchable digital logic, and are often then referred to as 
'parallel logic hybrid computers'. Sellers (1966) describes the 
addition of logical facilities to an analogue computer. Such hybrid 
cqmputers are more correctly considered as enhanced analogue 
computers and are not to be confused with the full hybrid'computers 
discussed in Section 1.4. The patchable logic allows limited 
decision making and even simple optimisation techniques, using 
digital signals derived from comparisons of analogue voltages. 
Digital signals can affect the analogue operation by operating 
switches, setting the operating mode of selected integrators, or 
triggering timers. Particular care is required when using some 
types of logic as 'hazards' or 'races' may develop due to different 
propagation speeds in different logic paths, causing unexpected 
results.
Features of analogue computers are summarised in Table 1.1, 
their chief attractions being:
- a 30 amplifier analogue computer should cost less than £5000; 
This can be used for'teaching purposes although it will only 
solve very limited problems.
- small analogue computers are easily portable. Key (1970) 
mentions several cases where this allowed the computer to be 
used as 'instant electronics' on a spinning plant when testing 
proposals for special purpose controllers.
- integration is simply and rapidly carried out.
- potentiometers and switches are the normal means of providing 
input to the model, and results are simply displayed on X-Y 
plotters, recorders or oscillographs. This is not unlike 
controls and recorders on plant.
- 'open shop' operation of the computer by the user speeds 
initial problem checking (and, many people think, increases 
understanding of the problem).
- the analogue computer can solve large problems as quickly as 
small ones, because it is a parallel computer. Modern 
operational amplifiers give linear responses from zero to
100 KHz (although non-linear units such as function generators 
are often an order of magnitude slower).
Feature Analogue Digital Hybrid
EQUIPMENT ' ■ • V • ' >'
Capital Cost £5,000 - £100,000 £15,000-El,000,000 
but rarely pur­
chased specifically 
for simulation 
work.
£40,000-£500,000
Range -100 to +100v ±10“77 to ±1076 )analogue and
Precision 1 in 103 1 in 1011 )digital sections )as appropriate
Portability Small systems only Terminals but not 
computer
No
Integration Good, except if 
very slow when 
drift a problem
Poor Fas t on analogue, 
slow sections on 
digital.
Time delays 
and special; 
functions
Difficult Easy Easy if within 
digital, less so 
to communicate 
with analogue.
Flexibility Low High High
Dedicated to 
one j ob
MODELLING
Normally for 
several days
No - Normally for about 
4 hours
Scaling Required Not required Required
Problem input
.
Development
Patch panel, set 
up special 
functions manually
Cards or tape Patch panel and 
cards
time
simple: short short medium
medium: medium short medium
complex:
USE
short very long
Data input Switches, voltages, 
pots
Cards or keyboard )both analogue 
)and digital
Data output Graphical’ Printed )facilities
Operation By user Normally remote; By user
Record of No Yes Yes
changes
Cost per run Low High Low
TABLE 1.1 - SUMMARISED FEATURES OF ANALOGUE, DIGITAL AND HYBRID
SIMULATION
The major disadvantages of analogue computers are:
- large computers, capable of solving large problems, are very 
expensive.
- the precision of around 0.1% is much lower than that of digital 
computers.
- time delays and many other special functions are difficult to 
implement or at least require special circuits to be plugged 
into the computer. Korn (1964) is a fruitful source of special 
circuits.
- although some modules are multifunction (e.g. summer/integrator 
or multiply/square root),generally the complement of equipment 
is inflexible.
- although removable patch panels speed up problem changeover, it 
is still a lengthy process for large models which would 
normally occupy a computer for periods of at least half a day 
at a time.
- patching a large problem is a major task, particularly if there 
are any faulty cords. Hannauer (1969) discusses proposed auto-
. matic patching systems using ’telephone exchange' techniques but 
no economical solutions have yet been marketed.
- the fixed range of an analogue computer demands that problem 
variables be scaled before being represented in the model.
- there is no automatic record of changes made to a model* so the 
user must document his work carefully
ICI owns a number of analogue computers but, with the 
exception of one which has been converted into a hybrid, they are 
small or medium sized machines. They include 4 small computers 
(10-20 amplifiers), which are mainly useful for initial demonstrations 
of the analogue technique, and 3 medium sized machines (40 
amplifiers, costing around £30,000). All these computers were 
bought before digital simulation became widely available in 1968 
and the departments owning them now do the majority of their 
simulation digitally.
,3 DIGITAL SIMULATION
Digital computers hold numbers as digits (or 'bits*), each 
bit holding only the values 0 or 1, rather than as a continuous 
voltage.
The first digital simulation program was reported by 
Selfridge (1935) who produced a system to allow problems which 
were to be run on a REAC analogue computer to be run instead on an 
IBM 701 digital computer. The 701 was a slow computer, tedious to ■ 
program and not equipped with hardware to carry out floating point 
arithmetic, so acceptance of the technique was by no means 
immediate. Development of digital simulation speeded up enormously 
in the early 1960fs with the introduction of powerful computers 
with floating point hardware (such as the IBM 7090) and, by the 
middle of the decade, Linebarger & Brennan (1965) listed some 28 
different programs. However, the number of programs now in wide­
spread use is much smaller than this and these fall into two types 
block structured and statement structured.
BLOCK STRUCTURED PROGRAMS are the direct digital equivalent 
of analogue computers. The IBM program 1130/CSMP (Continuous 
System Modelling Program) (Silberburg, 1966) ha.s been available at 
many locations since 1968 or so, and is typical of the programs 
in use. The user sets up his problem using a block diagram to 
identify the interconnections between integrators, adders, etc. 
These functional blocks almost exactly parallel those available 
on the analogue computer but, instead of patching up this block 
diagram using patch cords, the user provides a set of datacards 
to the simulation program specifying the block types and inter­
connections required, e.g. for the simple diagram:
+1.0
sin(t) -1cos(t)
the data cards would be:
BLOCK TYPE INPUT! INPUT 2 INPUT 3
1 I 3 0 0
2 I . 1 0 0
3 + 2 0 0
BLOCK INITIAL CONDITION/ PARAMETER 2 PARAMETER 3
PARAMETER 1
2
3
1 1.0
0.0
“ 1.0
This type of program comprises two phases;
- a loader routine to read and check the data.
- an execution routine to inspect the data and enter the relevant
subroutines with the appropriate data.
STATEMENT STRUCTURED PROGRAMS have moved away from the direct
replacement of the analogue computer in that input to the problem
is now a set of equations, very similar in most cases to FORTRAN 
(rather than the specification of a patching diagram) . The analogue 
block concept is not entirely lost in that analogue facilities are 
available as standard functions in the program language. The most
commonly used program is IBM 360/CSMP (Brennan and Silberberg,1968) 
and typical statements for the above problem might be:
XDOT = INTGRL (1.0, XDDOT)
X = INTGRL (0.0, XDOT)
XDDOT » -X
Where INTGRL represents the integration function* the first 
parameter being the initial value of the integral and the second 
defining the derivative input.
A statement structured program falls into 3 parts;
- a translator which reads the statements, sorts them and translates 
them into an appropriate scientific high level language 
(usually Fortran).
- a compiler to convert the program from high level language 
into executable code.
- a routine to execute the compiled program using standardised 
library subroutines for all-special functions (such as 
integration).
An important step in statement structured programs came at 
the end of 1967 when Simulation Councils Inc. published the 
specification for a Continuous System Simulation Language or CSSL 
(Strauss, 1967). This provides for a basic language to be used by
developers of such programs, thus allowing problems aeveiopea on 
one program to be run easily on another. (In practice, at least in the 
early stages, one can expect local dialects to arise, as in Fortran, 
making the transfer from one computer to another not a simple task).
At least one program has been developed to the CSSL specification 
and is now available (Xerox, 1970).
It might appear that a block structured program would operate 
more slowly than a statement structured one because the latter obeys 
compiled code rather than interpreting a data set. In fact the 
compiled code consists largely of calls to standard subroutines for 
all but the simplest operations so the differences in practice are 
negligible.
Amplifying the important points of Table 1.1, the chief 
advantages of digital simulation are:-
- capital cost, although high, rarely falls on the simulation 
group who simply pay for computer time used.
- t h e  arithmetic range and precision of a digital computer using 
floating point arithmetic are both very high. This means that 
kinetic problems with a wide range of variables, or problems which 
are very sensitive to variable values, need not cause particular 
difficulty.
- time ddi ay sand other special functions such as trigonometric 
operations are very easy to implement.
- although a particular computer will have a specified maximum 
size of model, the mix of functions within that model can be 
varied widely between integrators, adders, multipliers, dividers, 
special functions etc., whereas, on the analogue computer their
numbers are fixed much more rigidly.
- because the model is defined purely by software, the computer
may be switched between jobs very easily.
- w h e n  floating point arithmetic is used, problems need not be 
scaled.
- the problem input medium - card or paper tape - is easy to
prepare and store.
equipment need not be designed and the computer will be readily 
available. However long turn-round times on batch computers 
(if greater than | day) will significantly increase the time 
taken to debug a model.
any changes to the model are automatically recorded (although the 
bulk of printout may be so large that only important results are 
retained).
The main points against the digital computer are:
integration is difficult to perform efficiently, because a computer 
which must carry out serial operations is attempting to model a 
system of parallel operations.
data input on cards or from a keyboard may not be as natural as 
adjusting the setting of a potentiometer.,
most control engineers are used to examining process records in 
graphical form, rather than tabulated form as normally output from 
a digital computer. Although 'graphs' may be printed on a type­
writer or lineprinter they are not very effective (an example is 
shown in Figure A3.5 on page 152)-. Incremental plotters on service 
computers are expensive.
if the computer cannot be operated by the user (either directly 
or through an on-line terminal) then a poor turnround time will
cause serious delays in problem development and particularly in
any tuning or manual optimisation studies. Two runs per day is
barely acceptable but even this is not easy to guarantee as
simulation programs are normally large and run for a long time - 
this is an embarrassment to computer services who prefer to run 
many small programs during the day and leave large programs to run 
overnight.
although program development time is short (staff and computer 
costs being correspondingly low), each production run of a developed 
model is much more expensive on a digital computer than on an 
analogue or hybrid computer. Chubb (1970) gives the example of two 
practical problems where the cost of each run on the digital 
computer was 45 times more expensive than the analogue in the first 
case and 13 times more expensive than the hybrid.in the second.
There is thus a break even point in the number of production runs
below which the digital computer is cheaper and above which the 
analogue or hybrid should be used.
1.4 HYBRID SIMULATION
This is carried out using a computer system comprising a 
powerful analogue computer and a powerful digital computer. Such 
systems seek to combine the advantages of both types of computer 
(but also acquire some of their disadvantages). The hybrid system 
may be used in two distinct ways :
- analogue simulation with digital supervision. The model is 
programmed entirely on the analogue computer with the digital 
computer setting up initial conditions, adjusting parameters to 
optimise a solution or to carry out multiple runs, and analysing 
the results to produce a useful record or statistical analysis of 
the simulation. This type of simulation is very little harder to 
set up than a purely analogue model, as the digital computer may 
be programmed in a high level language, such as that described by 
Gutz (1969). Brown (1970) feels that a digital computer is an 
essential part of any large scale analogue computer system so 
that automated problem entry, control and analysis can be used
to extract maximum value from expensive equipment by shift working 
with semiskilled operators.
- analogue-digital interacting simulation. Here the problem cannot 
entirely be represented in the analogue computer, for example a 
time delay or other special function may be implemented by digital 
sampling of an analogue signal and output from the digital back
to the analogue computer. Alternatively, in studies where the same 
component is repeated many times (e.g. plates in a distillation 
column) economies in the analogue section may be achieved by using 
one portion of the model to represent several plates. That portion 
is run many times during each simulation cycle, the parameters 
appropriate to each plate being entered in turn and the response 
logged by the digital computer and re-entered elsewhere in the 
simulation. This type of model is much more difficult to implement 
as the digital computer is now intimately involved in the analogue 
run and the digital computer will almost certainly be the limiting 
factor for the speed of the run. Currently available high level 
languages are too inefficient for programming this type of operation
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needed.
If we consider the advantages of the hybrid computer
(summarised in Table 1.1):
- integration can be handled well, by integrating fast variables 
on the analogue and very slow ones on the digital section 
(the latter to avoid drift).
- the precision and range of the digital computer aids solution 
of wide-range or sensitive problems.
- time delays and other special functions are readily implemented 
in digital-only parts of a model (but if these values are to be 
transferred rapidly back to the analogue then interface speed is 
a limitation).
- flexibility is high as the digital section can carry out some 
analogue functions if the latter are fully used.
- problem changeover is usually fairly rapid (15 mins) as the
digital computer does much of the setting up and checking of the 
analogue computer.
- data input can be chosen from the most appropriate form - analogue 
voltage, potentiometers, cards or typing; similarly data output 
may be in graphical or tabulated form as appropriate.
. - the user will normally control the simulation himself, although 
Brown (1970) comments that thinking on the hybrid computer is very 
expensive so users must be trained to use optimisation techniques 
where possible. Baum (1970) makes a similar point in stressing the 
degree of care to be taken in preparing a hybrid simulation so that 
it will work immediately on the hybrid computer, as on-line 
debugging is expensive.
Disadvantages of the hybrid computer are:
- the high capital cost of the system means that it must be kept 
heavily loaded to get reasonable value for money.
- scaling is still required on the analogue computer side (although 
analogue scaling and patching programs could, in principle, be run 
on the digital section to carry out this work e.g. APSE - Denmead 
et al, 1967).
development time for a hybrid model of the interacting type is 
extremely high. Brown quotes the case of such a model where a 
digital simulation took 4 months to prepare but the hybrid took 
17 months (against an estimate of 3 months). Once developed, the 
cost per run was only 5Qp, as against £25 digitally, and as the 
simulation was used for multiple statistical runs on a missile 
model it was cheaper in the long run than a digital solution, 
with the crossover around 1000 runs, as indicated in Fig'. 1.1.
Total
Cost
digital£40000
hybrid
£20000
0 20001000
Number of simulation runs
Figure 1.1. Relative costs of Digital and Hybrid
Simulation
Edwards (1971), in a good introduction to hybrid computing, 
lists 14 hybrid computer installations in the UK which are available 
for use by outsiders (there are several more which only do in-house 
studies). Of these, at least half are only medium sized analogue 
computers to which a digital computer has been added, normally by a 
university for research work rather than for serious massive 
problem solving. Edwards suggests that the hybrid should only be 
used if all other methods are impracticable and ICE itself only 
supports one full hybrid system, described by Gulland (1970C).
DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSERS (DDA)
This type of computer, although never used for problems in 
the chemical industry (to my knowledge), is mentioned briefly 
both for completeness and because it may yet become important in the 
next few years.
Sizer (1968) gives a detailed description of the DDA and its 
uses in his book. The DDA essentially consists of a number of digital 
computing units connected together in a similar way to that used for
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system. The advantages claimed for the DDA combine the best of 
analogue and digital methods and include;
6- high precision, typically 1 in 10 (24 bit resolution).
- high speed, comparable with high speed analogue computers.
However, in the same way as with the analogue computer, a large 
expensive machine is needed to solve large problems and so far its 
acceptance has been limited. A desk-top version was placed on the 
British market recently (CETA, 1970) but has now been withdrawn.
The chief use of DDAs to date has been for airborne navigation 
which has a fixed program and fixed accuracy requirement.
Bywater (1971) is developing an interesting DBA unit to be 
used as a peripheral to a service computer such as ICL 1905 or IBM 370. 
This will add a parallel processor to the service machine and be 
automatically patchable, offering the possibility of dramatic 
reductions in digital simulation costs. However, considerable work 
is still needed before this is an economic proposition, as 
discussed by Sellers (1970).
1.6 REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL SIMULATION USING LIMITED COMPUTER FACILITIES
In 1966, facilities in ICI for dynamic simulation were very 
limited, with only two full sized analogue computers - one in 
Reading and one on Teesside. A digital program (Denmead et al, 1967) 
available on the Company KDF9 computer at Teesside was really 
intended for scaling equations to prepare them for use on an analogue 
computer but its dynamic check facility allowed it to be used for 
rather inefficient simulation. During that year, IBM released to 
ICI, for a confidential trial, a program called CIDAS (Chang et al, 
1966) for use on the newly installed IBM 360 computers. The program was 
the forerunner of 1130/CSMP and, being conversational, required use 
of the 360 service computer offline. As such it was available only 
at limited inconvenient times (e.g. 1900 - 2100 hrs. each Wednesday) 
so that, after early experiments, it was not used regularly.
However, IBM informed ICI that a version of the statement structured 
DSL/90 in use on IBM 7090 computers was to be released for use on 
the 360 series under the normal batch operating system, but it was 
1968 before this was widely available under the name of 360/CSMP.
Paralleling activity in commercial and scientific computation, 
were advances in computer control of chemical processes. Thompson 
(1965) paved the way with the installation in ICI of the first 
computer in the world to carry out direct digital control (DDC) 
of a full scale process. (DDC is where the computer actually 
operates process valves and motors as distinct from ’supervisory 
control’ where the computer modifies the setpoints of conventional 
controllers which in turn operate the valves). By 1966, some 10 
systems were installed or being commissioned, 6 of these being 
Ferranti Argus computers, and in 1967 the first of a series of 
computers was installed in a Research department - an Argus to 
control a high speed mass spectrometer and analyse the results.
Dynamic simulation was being carried out only on large 
scientific computers but it was argued that, if a computer can be 
used for DDC, it is also capable of doing simulation because 
a DDC program essentially simulates the analogue controllers which 
would normally be used on a plant. In a DDC program, each controller 
is represented by a data block which specifies the address, type 
and range of the input, the controller type (2 or 3 term, or 
special) and parameters, and the address of the associated output. 
Each of these blocks is serviced in turn by a short executive 
program which identifies the type of operation required and jumps 
off to the appropriate subprogram.
The growing availability of small computers in works and 
research departments coupled with a proven programming technique 
led to a proposal for' the development of a simulation program which 
would allow these computers to be used in a similar way to analogue 
computers (Sellers, 1967). In this way, simulation facilities could 
be made available in locations with a small digital computer but 
without good access to analogue or large digital computers (which 
cannot normally be operated by the user in any case). The 
specification for a useful simulation program on a small digital 
computer was defined for the Argus computer as:
'the program should provide the facility on any Ferranti Argus 
400/500 computer of carrying out simulation studies which could 
otherwise be conveniently studied on a medium sized analogue 
computer with digital logic'.
In more detail, this implies that the program should:
- be implemented on a minimum Argus 400/500 computer, i.e. 4K. store 
10 characters per sec (cps) keyboard-printer, 300 cps tape reader 
150 cps tape punch, 100 Hz clock interrupt.
- be controlled by the user, with facilities to change parameters 
between runs and to .modify the simulation model quickly.
- give fast simulation with reliable results for. problems 
encountered in the chemical industry. ;
The program was developed quickly, the techniques chosen 
being discussed in Chapter 2, and had been used on a number of 
projects when it was reported by Sellers and Thompson (1968 - 
included as Annex 1). Very little work on the program has been 
done since then (as distinct from use of the program) except to 
add facilities to drive an incremental graphical plotter when one 
became available, but pressure from other ’urgent’ projects made 
it impossible to complete this report before 1972.
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CHOICE OF TECHNIQUES
As discussed in Section 1.6, the requirement for SHAC (as 
formulated in 1966) was that it should give rapid, accurate 
simulations for small to medium models of the type encountered in. 
the chemical industry, whilst occupying a minimum core store area 
in any Argus computer. This core size should preferably be 4096 
words (4K) , but certainly not exceed 8K, to be of use in practice. 
The philosophy of the program should, where sensible, follow that 
of the on-line direct digital control (DDC) programs which had 
already proved successful on similar computers (Thompson, 1965). 
The simulation should be operable as if it were on an analogue 
computer, giving the operator facilities to modify parameters and 
model between runs.
Brief details of the Argus hardware (Ferranti, 1968) are: 
Word length - 24 bits
Fixed point add time - 6 us for Argus 500/1
Instruction set - 32 basic operations including multiply, divide
and shift.
No floating point hardware 
Core storage - 4K (x 4K) to 60 K
Basic input devices - 24 handswitches, 10 character/sec keyboard, 
300 character/second tape reader (used only to load the 
program and data tape)
Basic output devices - 10 character/sec printer, 150 character/sec 
paper tape punch.
Within this framework, the techniques to be used in SHAC 
were chosen as follows:
Type of simulation program - block structured
Arithmetic - fixed point fraction
Source language - APRIL (Argus machine code)
Integration method - fixed step trapezoidal 
Sorting - carried out by the user.
This chapter discusses the reasons for these choices.
TYPE OF SIMULATION PROGRAM
The two distinct types of digital simulation program - block 
structured and' statement structured - have been described in 
Section 1.3.
Plate 1. A typical ARGUS 500 computer system (by courtesy of Ferranti Ltd)
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In the first case, a model is set up in a block structured 
program as a data set which defines the block types and inter­
connections. This data may be assembled into the computer by a 
simple loader program, which need only be a few hundred words long.
In the statement structured program, the user writes a 
program in a high level language similar in most cases to FORTRAN 
(or to ALGOL in the case of APSE - Denmead et al, 1967). Either a 
modified FORTRAN compiler, or a special precompiler together with 
a standard FORTRAN compiler, is used to convert this simulation 
language into instructions which may be obeyed by the computer.
A FORTRAN compiler is very much more complex than an assembler - 
on the Argus computer it requires 8K core store to operate. The 
input to the compiler is a paper tape and it produces an output 
tape, in assembler code, which in turn has to be loaded by the 
assembler program.
The time taken to compile a problem from high level 
language into the form in which it can be obeyed is at least 30 
mins (unless 16K core is available to hold the compiler, assembler 
and operating program all at the same time), much of this time 
being spent in reading and punching paper tapes. This is intolerably 
long at the development stage where all but trivial faults require 
recompilation. Rapid access backing stores have been available 
since 1969 but are by no means standard equipment because of their 
high cost (the only Argus backing store was a 640K word disc 
costing £13,000). Thus, to achieve a reasonably fast problem setup 
and modification on a minimal Argus computer, the only viable 
type of simulation language is the block structured type.
Apart from the above consideration of compilation time, 
it is found that some users have a strong preference for the block 
structured language, which demonstrates clearly in its block 
diagram how the different parts of the simulation are inter­
connected. Others find the blocks an irrelevant irritant and 
prefer to translate differential equations directly into a 
statement based language. Not surprisingly, the former group 
contains many ex-analogue computer users whereas the latter 
approach commands itself to those who are already conversant with 
FORTRAN.
The block diagrams used to describe a SHAC problem follow, 
as far as possible, the SCi standard for analogue and hybrid 
computer, diagrams (Burgin, 1967). The major difference is that, 
in SHAC, computing elements do not invert the input signal.
e 8 ' a ---
SHAC: x = a +
Analogue computer : x = - a - /(b+c)dt
Although automatic inversion can sometimes be used to good 
effect in the analogue computer, in general it causes far more 
trouble than it saves, so this concept has not been carried across 
into SHAC.
ARITHMETIC
The 24-bit word can be used to represent data in a variety of ways, 
the common ones being shown in Table 2.1.
* Fixed point Floating point
Integer Fraction double length single length
Word size 1 word 1 word 2 words ; 1 word .i
Range ±8 x 106 j ±1.0000000 ±10-77to±1076
-10 9 
±10 to±10
Precision 1 in 107 1 in 107 1 in 1011 1 in 105
Relative speed 20 20 1 1.5
Size of
standard
subroutines
- - 1000 words
700 words 
(not avail­
able until 
1968)
1 Applications General DDC Scientific
calculations
Little used
Languages 
available 
(see 2.3) !
APRIL,
ASTRAL,
FORTRAN
APRIL,
ASTRAL
APRIL,
FORTRAN
APRIL,
ASTRAL
TABLE 2.1. ARGOS ARITHMETIC
As floating point calculations in the Argus are carried out 
by subroutines, not hardware, programs written in floating point 
tend to be an order of magnitude slower in execution than their 
fixed point equivalents. DDC programs operate successfully by 
holding all plant measurement values as 10 bit fractions and 
converting these back to engineering units for communication with 
the operator, thus requiring that internal values are scaled as 
with an analogue computer. In most simulations of real systems, 
the approximate values of variables are known with reasonable 
accuracy, so scaling of values into a fixed point range is not 
difficult (although tedious and unwelcome). Experience with other 
programs had demonstrated that the limiting factor on simulation 
of realistic problems was invariably the computation time, not 
the speed of input/output devices, so in view of the large speed 
advantage on the Argus (and most other process control computers) 
it was decided to use fixed point arithmetic rather than floating 
point.
Having chosen fixed point arithmetic, there is the 
subsidiary choice of the range to be used. The position of the 
binary point in the 24-bit word is fixed only by convention and 
could be set to give any range from ±8388607 to ±0.9999999. 
Intermediate ranges with special claims are ±127.00002 (express 
values as percentage) and ±1023.0002 (most process measurements 
fall in the range 1-1000) but either might lead an inexperienced 
user not to scale a variable with range say ±0.1 without his 
realising the reduced precision thus caused. The range ±0.9999999 
emerged as the obvious choice, with scaling of a variable simply 
requiring that the real values be divided by the power of ten 
just greater than the maximum value expected. There is no loss in 
computing speed by holding the fractional values to the full 
24 bits and the very great advantage to the user of being able to 
scale coarsely (i.e. by factors of 10 only) due to the high 
precision afforded. This means that scaling, although necessary, 
is by no means so difficult as in the analogue case and so mistakes 
are fewer. Use of an offset is required only in the most 
extreme cases.
e.g.
Range of variable Analogue 
Offset Scaling factor
SHAC 
Scaling factor 
1
1/100
i/io
0 -  0.6
4 - 2 0
7 - 9
0
0
1.5
1/20
1/2
2.3 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
The languages provided with the Argus computer at the start 
of this project were APRIL (Ferranti, 1969) and FORTRAN (McCracken,
1965). APRIL is a low level assembler language which is specific to 
the Argus whereas FORTRAN is a high level language, designed for 
scientific calculations, and available on nearly all types of 
computer. FORTRAN would, at first sight, seem the obvious language 
to use for a simulation program but a closer examination reveals why 
instead it was decided to use APRIL for this project.
The major advantages of FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslator) are:
- relatively easy to write and read
- designed for scientific calculations
- available on most computers (although FORTRAN dialects vary, 
particularly between small computers).
However, the disadvantages for a program designed to make optimal 
use of a small computer are:
- uses floating point arithmetic
- programs are longer and slower than equivalent assembler 
programs.
- difficult to make full use of data space by packing several 
data items in one word of core (except by departing from the 
ASA Fortran specification).
The choice of fixed point arithmetic for SHAC is the major 
factor which precludes FORTRAN, because programming fixed point 
arithmetic in that language is extremely tedious (the FORTRAN 
integer facilities are intended for indexing in which case values 
are far short of the maximum size of integer -8 x 10  ^- and 
arithmetic overflow is due to a program fault, whereas in full 
length fixed point arithmetic it may be intentional).
APRIL (Argus PRogram Input Language) is by no means as 
easy to read as is FORTRAN, because each line of APRIL coding
corresponds to one machine code instruction. However, operating at 
this low level allows the programmer to make maximum use of the 
features of the Argus and produce a program which is compact, 
fast and can make full use of the data space. As SHAC is designed 
to be a relatively short program, it would not be a difficult task 
to translate a fully developed and annotated APRIL program into 
the assembler language of another computer.
Support for this decision is given by Kipiniak (1968). He 
discusses assembly and compiler languages for use in process 
control programs, which have demands similar to those of SHAC 
for high speed operation and efficient core utilisation, claiming 
that, for a wide range of process control computers, FORTRAN 
programs may often require 50% more storage than assembler coded , 
equivalents and run up to 10 times more slowly. The latter is not 
because FORTRAN uses floatiiig point arithmetic but because the 
assembler programmer will be particularly careful to minimise 
the program in the high repetitive areas.
(Since 1968, Ferranti have also provided ASTRAL - Argus 
Symbolic TRAnsLator - which is a mnemonic assembler language 
and allows the programmer to use meaningful labels. It includes 
a macro facility to allow frequently used sections of coding to 
be repeated simply by a single ASTRAL instruction. ASTRAL does 
not remove any of the facilities provided by APRIL, and is of 
course still Argus dependent. (Ferranti, 1970). In fact,
ASTRAL was used to write a plotter module for SHAC when a 
Calcomp plotter was added to our particular computer installation 
in 1969, and in 1971 the whole SHAC program was translated by a 
converter program from APRIL into ASTRAL to increase legibility 
of the program).
Figure 2.1 is an example of a routine coded in the three 
languages - APRIL, ASTRAL and FORTRAN.
APRIL
ADDER
982 = 9 /•ADDER
300 1 092
6003 0
300 1 1992
50 0 3 0
6030 X5
02 40 97 9
636 1 3992
0240 97 9
610 1 5992
0200 988 lO wards
3 LDX»I I^.JTl ASTHAL
6 L D X : 3 0 
3 LDX: 1 INPUT2
5 LDX:3 0
6 ADO X 5
0 09R J9EREL0d 
6 rtPYsl GAIN 
o 09R jverfl:]^
6 STJJl BLOCKOUTPUT
$G JTlJ : RETUiRN fO words
FORTRAN
SUBROUTINE APDERCI)
INTEGER* 1 £ NP iJT 1 C 1 0 0 > > INPUTO C 1 0 ') >* 3A I N ( 1 Q Q y, OU TPUT ( 1 0 0 > 
COMMON INPIJT1 * INPUT2* GAIN, OUTPUT 
OUTPUTC I ) = C INPUT 1 C I ) «• I NPUT2 ( I ) ) *GA I N.C I )
RETURN
END 5 3  vo6n(s
Figure 2.1. A simple subroutine in APRIL, ASTRAL.and FORTRAN
2.4 INTEGRATION METHOD
2.4.1 Standard Integration Techniques
Most facilities of the analogue computer are simple to 
realise digitally and are described in succeeding sections. The 
major exception is the provision of a continuous integrator and 
this is troublesome because of the sequential nature of digital 
computation compared with the parallel operation of the analogue 
computer. Consider the solution of the simple second-order sine 
wave equation (Figure 2.2):
x(t) = - x(t) for x(0) = 0, x(0) = 1.0 .
This forms the pair of simultaneous first order equations
x(t) = / x(t) dt = / -x(t) dt
x(t) = / x(t) dt
+1.0
x(t)x(t) -1
Figure 2.2. Simple sine wave equation
This is represented in the analogue computer by the
connection of two integrators and a sign inverter. The two
integrators are switched from HOLD to COMPUTE simultaneously
at time t = 0 and thereafter the values of x(t), x(t) and x(t)
are continuously computed by the three computing blocks. The
digital computer however has only one calculating item - the
central processing unit (CPU) - and although this is extremely
fast it can carry out only one operation at a time. One
approximation for integration is
n-l ?
x(t) - x(nA) £ x (iA).A for nA = t
i=0
which is true in the limit as the step length A goes to zero 
(n becomes infinite).
In any closed loop system such as this, it is not possible 
to calculate the value of only one variable from t *= 0 to t = T 
(where more than one step is required for accuracy) because the 
new value at the output of integrator 1 is fed round through
integrator 2 and adder 3 to alter the value at its input. Thus
the digital program must step round the loop to calculate x (A) 
and x (A), then repeat this for simulated time t = 2A to
calculate x (2A) and x (2A) etc. The important factor in this
calculation is the time step size A - if it is too small then, 
for a given time T, n will be large and the number of steps 
taken to calculate x(T) correspondingly large, thus using 
substantial computer time. If on the other hand A is too large 
then the approximation to continuous integration is poor and 
the solution for x(T) incorrect.
This stepwise approach to integration is the major 
limiting factor in digital simulation and much effort has been 
directed to finding integration algorithms, more sophisticated 
than the simple rectangular approximation described above, 
which permit the use of substantially larger integration steps 
without degrading accuracy. Benyon (1968) gives a good review 
of current methods and Martens (1969) evaluates a limited 
number. Amongst many papers in the literature describing new 
or modified methods are those by Chai (1969), Haines (1969) and 
England (1969) who all discuss improvements to one particular 
method (Runge-Kutta). The most noticeable feature is that there 
is little consensus of opinion on the best ’all-round' method, 
mainly because particular sets of equations can always be 
found where a specific algorithm performs well, even if it . 
does not do well in other cases. Briefly, the more complex 
methods seek to use information about the way in which x (t) is 
changing over the interval A to calculate the increment in x 
more exactly.
A description of some popular methods is given in 
Appendix 1, but basically they fall into two classes. The 
multistep methods (such as Adams-Bashforth) use the past 
history of the derivative to predict its behaviour over the 
next integration period. Difficulties arise here when no 
past values are available - at the start or after a step size
change. The single-step methods (such as Runge-Kutta) predict 
the behaviour of the derivative over the next integration period 
by carrying out preliminary test steps and evaluating the 
derivative at the approximate end of the step, using this 
predicted value to carry out the accurate step. Both classes 
have extensions allowing them to estimate the error caused by 
step size and hence carry out automatic step size adjustment, 
to use the largest step consistent with the required accuracy. 
(Brandin (1968) makes the significant comment that, in his view,
1 effective elimination of these numerical (integration)
problems will come about sooner by the development of improved 
hardware than by the development of improved analytical and 
computational techniques’. The current development of Digital 
Differential Analysers (section 1.5) may yet provide that 
improvement).
2.4.2 Localised Integration
In 1966 it was difficult to choose an integration 
algorithm because of the wide variety available and the lack of 
an authoritative evaluation. Most of the problems available 
at the time used a fixed step integration routine such as 
second-order Runge-Kutta, although DSL-90 (the precursor of 
IBM 360/CSMP) offered a choice of algorithms, without much 
guidance to aid in selection. In the case of SHAC, having 
decided to use fixed-point arithmetic and assembly language, 
it would have been a tedious task to code up several of the 
complex algorithms, so a simple integration technique was 
implemented, with the intention of adding more sophisticated 
ones at a later date once the basic feasibility of SHAC had 
been proven. In fact, for the problems so far encountered, 
this method has produced solutions in an acceptably short time 
and there has been no incentive to replace it (but good 
reasons for retaining it).
The method used in SHAC is deceptively simple - 
trapezoidal - but because integration is not ’centralised* it 
is highly efficient. Centralised integration is used in all 
other programs known to the author and operates in the 
following manner. Consider a model consisting of n integrators
and a number of non-integrator blocks. We can express the
integrator output values x,(t), ( t ) x  (t) as the array1 ■ 2 n
X(t), and the integrator input values (derivatives) a^(t),.....
an (t) as the array A(t). Then the modified Euler method (also 
known as second-order Runge-Kutta) works as follows:
(i) set the integrator output values to their specified 
initial conditions, i.e. X(0).
(ii) from X(0), update all the non-integrator blocks to 
calculate the derivatives:
A(0) = f (X(0)) ... (2.1)
(iii) using the rectangular rule, calculate the predicted 
output values of the integrators for time A :
Xp (A) = X(0) + A.A(O) ... (2.2)
(iv) from Xp(A), calculate the predicted derivatives:
Ap(A) = f (Xp (A)) ... (2.3)
(v) using tfte trapezoidal rule, calculate corrected
integrator output values for time A :
X(A) = X(0) + I A (A(0) + Ap(A)) (2-4>
(vi) repeat operations (ii) to (v) to step time from .
A to 2A, 2A to 3A, and so on.
Thus for each time step A, each block in the simulation 
is updated twice - the integrators in equations (2.2) and (2.4), 
the other blocks in equations (2.1) and (2.3).
In SHAC we take a different approach and suggest that 
the centralised method does not use all the information 
provided by the structure of the modeL. We do not distinguish 
between integrators and other blocks. Consider a model of n 
blocks. If we can order the updating sequence correctly in the 
o rcler 1 to n, then for block k :
ak (t) * f (xi(t), Xj(t - A)) ... (2.5)
where i = 1, k - 1 and j = k,n.
This can only be true if a^ depends heavily on the x^ 
terms but much less so on the x^  terms, so the simulator's 
knowledge of his model is necessary to order the model
correctly - this is discussed in section 2.5.
The SHAC localised integration method then operates as 
follows:
(i) set the integrator output values to their specified 
initial conditions i.e. X(0).
(ii) update each block in the order k = 1 to n, calculating 
a^(A) as in (2.5), then by the trapezoidal rule:
x^(A) = 2^ (0) + lA (^(0) + a^(A)) ... (2.6)
(iii) repeat operation (ii) to step time from A to 2A, 2A to 3A, 
and so on.
Thus for each time step A, SHAC has only updated each 
block in the simulation once to carry out a second-order 
trapezoidal integration, whereas the modified Euler method 
updated each block twice for the same integration. The major 
restriction in the SHAC method is that a^(t) may be a function
x^(t) is calculated. (The Euler method makes a trial calculation, 
producing the predicted value, to overcome this). However, even
simplification of the true facts. Consider a simple levei 
control on a tank, as in Figure 2.3.
as ^(t) must be available before
if a model specifies that a^ ,(t) = f (x^(t)) , this is usually a
Controller *■ setpoint S
level = V(t)
area A
Flow rate
volume V(t)
S
V
Figure 2.3. Simple level control system
For this simple model, F(t) is a function of V(t).
However in practice there are several obvious delays between 
V and F including:
- response of level transducer
- response of controller
- time for valve to move
time before flowrate changes at end of pipe.
The magnitude of these delays must be small, or it would 
be necessary to represent them explicitly, but none the less they 
do exist. Thus the SHAC representation that F(t) is a function 
of V(t - A) can often be more exact than the ’true1 model.
This topic is considered in detail in section 2.5 where 
cases are considered in which this assumption cannot be made.
This localised integration method is a major reason 
behind the successful implementation of SHAC because:
it gives an operating speed twice as fast as modified Euler, 
with equivalent results (providing that the model was 
correctly sorted).
program size is minimised, not only in the integrator 
routine, but also in other time-dependent blocks (such as 
delays) which do not need to distinguish between predictor 
steps and accurate steps.
less intermediate data storage space is required.
Round-off Errors
The SHAC method is obviously an approximation to true 
integration so we must consider the errors introduced by it.
The first of these is round-off error caused by the fact that
we can hold only a limited number of decimal places in our
calculations. As we hold numbers to a precision of 1 in 10^, 
this rarely causes trouble when transferring data between
blocks, but was an early source of error inside the integration
technique.
If we adopt the nomenclature xn to represent x(t) 
where t = n A, equation (2.6) becomes in general form:
which is more nearly true as A. -+ 0. However if is very small, 
then the increment to x^ per step can become less than
0.0000002 and thus xn will cease to change. We avoid this by 
calculating •— (a^ + an+ )^ to double precision and holding the 
output of each integrator internally to double length. Although 
we still only pass a single length value on to the next block in 
the calculation, the double length register allows small incre­
ments to accumulate and be added into the output value rather 
than being lost. This problem is obviously common to both fixed 
and floating point arithmetic, being one of precision rather than 
range, and similar solutions have been adopted by Pigott (1968) 
and Brandin (1968), the latter naming the technique as 'half- 
double-precision’ arithmetic.
Truncation errors
These are caused by using an integration algorithm which 
is only a truncated representation of the infinite Taylor series 
required for true integration.
Following Gerald (1970) we can calculate the error inherent 
in using the trapezoidal method for a first order differential 
equation rather than an infinite series.
A t 1
The SHAC method is x ,. = x + 77 (x + x , - )f n+1 n 2 n n+1
(because a = x ) n n
whereas the Taylor series gives
A * A* .. A3 , N /O ON
+  1 =  X n  + ^ X „  +  "9 X r, +  T  X  & ) ■  . • • • •  ( 2 . 8 )n+1 n n 2 n o
where t < C < t .n n+A
We replace the second derivative by the forward
difference approximation for x, (x n+1 - x )/a , which has ann
error of 0(A) and write the error term as O(A^):
x . . = x + A /je + H  x , - x + 0(A)n+1 n f n 1 n+1 n . A| + 0(A3)
x + A . (x + x ) + 0(A3) .... (2.9)n n n+1
This is the error of one step of the trapezoidal method 
i.e. the "local error". As the number of steps taken in a 
solution is inversely proportional to A, it would seem reasonable
that the total error for a solution Cor global error) should be
E global = £ E local a Elocal
all steps
= j- (O(A^) ■= O(A^) for trapezoidal
.... (2.10)
CGerald shows that E global a i Eiocai is true in the case of
simple Euler (rectangular) method which has .a local error of 
2
0(A ) but a global error of 0(A)).
In Appendix 2, it is shown on two linear test problems, 
which can be solved analytically, that the error in the SHAC 
integration method is 0(A where Q < E < 1.
Two integration methods commonly used in simulation
programs are fourth order Runge-Kutta and fourth order Adams-
Bashforth. Both of these have local errors of O(A^) and global 
4errors of 0(A ) on linear systems and allow the use of larger 
step sizes for comparable accuracy. However, most of the problems 
which we are called on to simulate are far from linear and many 
contain discontinuities. In the latter case it is particularly 
important to use a small step length because the interpolating 
or predicting ability of the higher order methods is of no 
use when crossing discontinuities.
The use of one of these higher order methods for SHAC 
would lead to several complications:
1 much more complex integration subroutine, to be written in 
assembler language.
2 increased data space required within integrator blocks 
(these already utilise the full 8 words per block) - 
probably then this would limit the number of integrators.
3 increased complexity in time-dependent blocks.
4 sorting of computing order, although simpler to automate 
than in the SHAC case, is less easy to explain to a user 
and almost certainly requires to be done by program.
5 although these methods can sometimes offer much increased 
simulation speeds, this depends on the problems and for 
some cases it would still be necessary to use alternative 
simple methods.
The specification for SHAC - small size, able to solve 
large problems - indicates the use of a simple robust 
integration technique, which is easily implemented in fixed 
point arithmetic and relies for its accuracy on a small step 
length.
(If we were starting to develop SHAC in 1971, without 
any previous experience, we would probably be persuaded by the 
recent literature that a sophisticated integration algorithm 
would be essential for any simulation program and would perhaps 
take the advice of Martens and use Runge-Kutta-Merson or that 
of Parker (1970) and use Kutta-England. In this case we should 
have lost the essential simplicity of SHAC and finished up with 
a program which was a poor relation of those running under 
sophisticated operating systems, rather than one standing in its 
own right as a powerful simulator in a small computer).
2.4.4 Variable step lengths
These may be introduced into an integration method to 
allow the calculations to proceed as fast as the problem will 
allow and can be extremely valuable in cases where the system 
time constants change substantially during the simulation. The 
classic example is the bouncing of an elastic ball where the 
dynamics of the problem fall into two distinct regions - free 
fall, and elastic bounce. During the free fall, motion is 
steady and large integration steps are quite adequate. However, 
as soon as the ball contacts the ground, it begins to deform 
and the equations of motion are extremely rapid, requiring small 
integration steps for accuracy. Thus it is possible to run with 
a large step in the first mode and then 'change down* to a short 
step for the bounce, changing up again once the ball has left 
contact with the ground. This gives a much more rapid solution 
than if the whole problem is run with the small step demanded 
by the elastic bounce. Automatic step size selection is 
possible in multistep predictor-corrector and in single step 
exploration methods, using techniques to assess the error at 
each step and adjust the step size to keep this at an acceptable 
level. However, this can result in the algorithm spending a long 
time choosing the optimal sized step and very little time using 
it. Tramposch and Jones (1970) report a simple method of changing
the step length when it is known, from the characteristics of the 
model, where this will be necessary; e.g. in the case of the 
bouncing ball, the smaller interval is selected when the height 
of the ball is nearly zero. It would appear that sophisticated 
automatic step length routines, although useful in some cases, 
are misused in the majority of problems where the dynamics do not 
change significantly, and serve as an excuse to forget about step 
length. However laudable this aim, step length control is 
inescapable in digital simulation, and in the variable step cases 
the user is still required to.choose the ’error per step’ on 
specific variables. This is little easier to specify than a 
sensible step length and unless the most sensitive variable is 
chosen, can lead to either instability or long computing times.
In the majority of practical problems, an adequate method is to 
choose a ’sensible’step size (say 1/25 of the fastest time 
constant) and run the problem, then experiment with halved and 
doubled step sizes until the largest value is found which gives 
results agreeing within the desired accuracy with the results 
‘from smaller steps. This should then be used for the experiments 
with the model.
For this reason, automatic step length integration is not 
provided in SHAC. The only case where it might have been useful 
is discussed in section 4.2 (a kinetic study) where it is shown 
that a technique for adjusting the step, based on knowledge 
of the problem, proved successful, whereas an automatic method 
in another simulation program gave erroneous answers.
SORTING COMPUTATION ORDER AND CLOSING LOOPS
It has already been pointed out that a digital computer 
must update the blocks of a model sequentially (in contrast to 
the analogue computer where all the blocks compute simultaneously). 
The order of this sequence must be chosen very carefully to avoid 
introducing spurious delays into the model. Consider the blocks 
in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4. Linear Model
If these blocks are updated in the order A-B-C, then C(t) 
will be a function of A(t). If however the blocks were updated 
in the reverse order, then C(t) becomes a function of A(t ~ 2A) 
i.e. a delay of 2A has been introduced into the model.
In the above case, the sorting order is self evident, 
but consider the case with feedback, illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5. Feedback Model
In this case it is impossible to order the model such that 
a block is not updated until all its input terms have been 
evaluated, because of the loop B-C. We can often use our knowledge 
of the model and decide to order it A-B-C, knowing well that 
there will be some small delay in the feedback loop in the system 
being modelled.
There are two special cases which cannot be treated in 
this way. The first is the implicit or algebraic loop, which 
contains no time dependent elements (such as an integrator or 
time delay) and this is discussed in section 2.6. The second 
case is where the system being modelled contains a zero or very 
small time delay in the feedback loop and is critically stable, 
the classical example being the sine wave equation x(t)= -x(t) 
VJhick has the circuit shown in Figure 2.2 (page 3<f) .
This is not a very 'real1 problem as few systems in 
practice are in continuous oscillation with zero damping, but 
is a standard test for analogue computers as any inaccuracies 
are magnified in the response. It serves a similar purpose for 
SHAC and is discussed in detail in Section 4.1. Briefly, the 
circuit of Figure 2.2 exhibits serious instability, in that 
the sine wave amplitude grows even for a small sampling 
interval. It is shown that this instability is due to the 
delay of one sampling interval in the feedback loop.
However, we are not using all the information provided in 
the model. Knowing that the sine wave is a smooth function without
the value which the last block in the model will have at the end 
of the sampling interval (provided that the sampling interval 
is reasonably small). For this purpose, a simple first order 
predictor block has been introduced as in Figure 2.6, of which 
the output x(t) is' the predicted value of a (t+A).
Figure 2.6. First order predictor
When this predictor is inserted in the sine wave loop, it 
proves to be highly successful and improves the accuracy of
. . 4
the sinusoid by 10 .
This predictor can obviously be used only where the 
first derivative of a is fairly steady over several sampling 
periods - a case is described in Section 4.2 where this 
predictor reduced efficiency drastically in a case where the 
derivative was fluctuating wildly. However, in the great 
majority of models the predictor does not noticeably affect 
the results either way, as few cases are on the limit of 
stability.
The rule for sorting the blocks of a model may now 
be stated: "Draw out the block diagram and then, starting 
from an arbitrary point, sort blocks into an order such that 
all feasible inputs to each block have already been updated
discontinuities, we can predict, before servicing the first biock,
a(t)
PRE
x(t) c* a(t+^) a(t)
current
a(t) value
\ ^ * x(t)
1 predicted 
[ value
I
a(t-A) "
x(t) = 2a(t) - a(t-A)
i
i
i
time
t-A t t+A
before that block itself is updated. In the case of closed loops 
(where at least one 'old' value must be used in the calculation) 
ensure that the value is as recent as possible - normally one 
sampling interval delayed. If a loop has a relatively small time 
constant and its variables are smooth, a predictor block may be 
inserted between the block with the ’old’ output value and the 
one requiring the ’new’ input value".
From the above, sorting sounds to be a complex task, 
whereas in fact it proves very simple to order the blocks on the 
diagram. Figure 2.7 is a diagram of the Boiler Model discussed in 
Chapter 5 (simplified by removal of gain and constant blocks to 
fit it on one page). It will be seen how easy this model is to 
order by eye, and the placing of predictor blocks is obvious.
It was initially felt that, although simple for a small 
model, sorting would prove difficult in large models. This has 
not proved to be a problem because the block diagram shows cross 
connections and loops so clearly that it is still simple. Manual 
sorting is far more difficult for a statement structured 
simulation program as the model interconnections are not obvious 
from a simple inspection of the equations. Nevertheless, there 
is in regular use such a language which requires the user to 
carry out the sorting (Hazelwood, 1970).
It was originally intended to study sorting techniques 
in detail, but the manual techniques have proved very 
successful (a facility has been provided to reorder the 
calculation without renumbering the blocks following a change 
to the model). A brief examination shows that the effort 
required of an automatic routine to sort the solution order for 
SHAC would be far greater than for a program using centralised 
integration. This is because SHAC does not differentiate between 
integrators and other blocks, thus the path traced back from 
an integrator input can extend right round the model back to the 
output of that integrator, and the number of paths to be tested 
becomes enormous for a model of any complexity. In contrast, 
with centralised integration, it is necessary only to order each 
path back as far as the output of any integrator and the sorting 
technique described by Potts (1966) could readily be adapted for 
this purpose.
.30
)<2628
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CMP
20
21
X indicates points where 
a predictor is used to 
close a loop
Figure 2.7, Sorting Computation Order in the Boiler Model
The difficulty of providing an automatic sorting • 
technique for the SHAC localised integration method is seen as 
one of its most severe restrictions, and effectively limits its 
use to a block structured simulation program where the model 
structure is immediately Obvious from the block diagram and can 
be sorted manually.
2.6 SOLUTION OF IMPLICIT LOOPS
Special facilities are required to deal with an implicit 
loop, which is a problem loop consisting only of algebraic 
relationships but no integration, 
e.g. x(t) = a(t) - eX ^
A representation for this on the analogue computer might be:
-e
-a(t)
However, on a digital simulator, the value for yz would be given
x C t A)by x(t) = a(t) + e and unless x(t) = x(t~A) the correct
answer would not be obtained.
A number of simple digital simulation programs do not 
provide facilities to solve algebraic loops, e.g. ASSPRO 
(Hazelwood, 1970), and require that the user reformulate his 
problem.
A special implicit block has been provided in SHAC which 
can iteratively adjust:the value of x(t) until the equation is 
satisfied to the required precision. This block is used as 
follows:
x+e
x(t)a(t) IMP
The user is required to specify an initial guess x(0) , to which
value x is set at problem initialisation. Thereafter, at each
update, if |input 1 - input 2\ > +.000001, the value of x is
perturbed by 0.000001 to investigate the slope at this point and
up to 30 iterations are made round the loop, using Newton's
method to adjust the value of x after each iteration (Figure 2.8).
i.e. if eQ is the error (input 1 - output 2) resulting from a
value x , e., the error for x. etc. then the best guess for x„ is o 1 1 2
giving an error message. This is usually due to a bad first guess, 
or to a severe non-linearity in the equations e.g. in the 
following case, the value for x might converge to B, rather than A, 
depending on the starting point.
2
error
0
x
Figure 2.8. Newton's method
The routine fails either if |e| > 1.0 or if after 30 
iterations the value of lei has not fallen to less than 0.000001
error
A x
0
An earlier routine which was tested simply reproduced 
the equivalent analogue circuit e.g.
IMP
a
Here the input value was compared with the output value; 
if it did not agree within the required .precision then the new 
value of x was taken as the input value, and the loop 
recalculated (known as resubstitution). This works well in cases 
where there is simple negative feed back in the loop, but fails 
in other cases which can easily be solved using Newton's method 
e.g. solution of x = s3/a is readily generated by:
a
n+1
IMP
The equivalent pseudo-analogue method is unstable,
i.e.
IMP
This is simply shown by considering a = 0.001, x =0.11
o
0.001 
CO.11)
0.001
(0.0827)
2 =
0.001
0.0121
0.001
0.00685
= 0.0827
= 0.146 i.e. error increasing
The simple technique ot resubstitution is, surprisingly, 
used in many digital simulation languages such as 360/CSMP 
(Gulland, 1970 b).
There are three main reasons why implicit expressions 
may arise
(a) the function cannot be analytically inverted
X
e.g. ae + blog£X - 0
(b) the function can be analytically inverted but available
computing blocks make it more convenient to solve the
implicit form 
3e.g. y - x = 0 for x 5^ 0
but it is simplier to use multipliers and an implicit block 
than to provide a special cube root function.
(c) an implicit equation may sometimes be used to replace a
fast integration, thus reducing the stiffness of the model 
and easing its solution. Although a number of iterations 
may be made round the implicit loop on each sampling 
interval, these iterations are not round the whole problem 
and so computing time is reduced.
2.7 ’ANALOGUE’ COMPUTING BLOCKS
This section briefly describes the SHAC blocks which 
correspond to facilities in analogue computers. Variables are 
normally calculated in the range ±1.0, and if arithmetic overflow
ceases. In cases where it is desirable to inhibit overflow and 
limit the output to ±1.0, this can be specified by setting an 
’autolimit bit' in the appropriate data block. In each case, 
n is the number of the block.
Adder : dual input, overall integer gain G (positive or negative),
autolimit available
Pot : single input, fractional gain (positive or negative)
occurs then an error message is printed and the computation
oG x = G.aa x
Multiplier : dual input
a
x x = a.b
Divider : dual input
a
x = b
Constant
x = c
This is treated as a block for compatibility with the 
rest of the program.
Limiter : positive and/or negative limits
u
Derivative
if a > u 
u > a > £ 
£ > a
DER
Function generator
x(t) a(t) — a (t-A) ^  4a
dt
where A = sampling interval
x = f(v)
The function is specified by m pairs of coordinates of v
and x where v is monotonically increasing from to v^,
(Vf, x ), Cv2, x ) ... Cvm , x^J^The value of x is calculated by
linear interpolation between the’bracketing values of v.
Normally, an error message is produced if v < v^ or v > v^, but
this will be inhibited and x limited to the range xn to x if1 m
the autolimit bit is set. As the number of data point pairs is
limited only by the core area available to hold the! 2m data 
words, and the values of v need not be evenly spaced, functions 
may be reproduced to any given accuracy. Simple linear inter­
polation is used in preference to higher order curve fitting 
methods, because the latter distort any slope-discontinuities 
in the function. This is similar in use to a card programmed 
function generator but without any restriction on the number of 
break points or the magnitude of the slopes.
Exponential
a - 1.0 < a < 1.0
(the factor of 1/4 is introduced so that the maximum value of
x = y- < 1.0).4
This block may readily be used for exponents outside the 
range - 1.0 < a < + 1.0
ICHe.g. "equal percentage" value x ■ = x e 
where k = 4 for rangeability =50.
Handswitch
Four monitor handswitches - 
numbered 0,1,2 and 3 - are 
available to the operator 
x=a, y= *0T for switch h clear 
x=b, y=flf for switch h set
Any number of handswitch blocks 
may be operated by a given switch 
(i.e. multi-pole, double throw).
Modulus
a- MOD
x = a if a > 0 
= -a if a < 0
Square root
x = /a for a 0 
If a <0, an error message is 
produced unless the autolimit bit 
is set, in which case x is set to 
zero.
2.8 'LOGICAL* COMPUTING FACILITIES
Units described in this section correspond to the 
patchable logic on analogue computers. These facilities are 
extremely easy to provide in the digital computer.
Logic levels are represented by 24-bit fractions, not 
just single bits, so output values may be used as inputs to 
analogue units.
INPUT OUTPUT
logic ’O' 0.0000000 0.0000000
logic *1* vaiue ^ 0.0000000 +0.9999999
Note that binary signals are represented as m — :---- :---
COMPARATOR
x = 'O' if a < b 
x = '1' if a > b
(a and b are analogue input values)
RELAY
x = a if c = 'O' 
x = b if c * '1'
w  Eg?—
AND
a e@- 
b sa-
(a and b may be analogue or digital values)
AND x = ’1' if a and b = '1'
= 'O' if a or b = 'O'
CMP
£>
OR
a e&-
b  C3H
NOT
a C3-
OR
y
X
OT  x..—i—ca
x * *1* if a or b = '1'
= ’O ’ if a and b »■’O'
x = 'O' if a *  '1'
= '1' if a =* 'O'
SAMPLE
a SMP
b o-
_x x(t) = a if b = '1' 
x(t) = x(.t -A) if b
FLIP FLOP
x(0) = ’O'
Thereafter, x(t) is determined from:
a (SET)
....
b (RESET) x(t)
0 0 x(t - A)
1 0 1
0 1 0
1 1 x(t - A)
COUNTER
x(0) = 'O'
If b = '1' (RESET), x(t) = 'O'
If b = ’O ’, then x(t) changes state
and a(t) = 'O’
2.9 OPERATION OF SHAC
This section describes how a model is taken from the stage of 
a scaled, sorted patch diagram into a working model on the 
computer.
The first stage is to prepare a data tape which specifies 
the type, parameters and interconnections of each block. Eight 
words of store are allocated to each block and used basically 
as follows (nuirbering the locations 0 to 7) :
0 address of first input
1 address of second input
2 address of subroutine to service block
3 parameter value or.working storage
4 parameter value or working storage
5 store for block output value
6 address of next block in sort order (0 « sequential)
7 parameter value or working storage.
The actual use of these locations depends on the block 
type e.g.
ADDER
input-1 address
input-2 address
adder subroutine 
address
unused
integer gain (±) 
output value store 
next block address 
unused
INTEGRATOR 
input-1 address 
input-2 address
POTENTIOMETER 
input address 
unused
integration subroutine pot subroutine 
address address
store for input values fractional
attenuation (±)at (t-A)
initial output value
output value store
next block address
double length exten­
sion to output value
unused
output value store 
next block address 
unused
SHAC only defines what data must be placed in the 8 
locations; the way in which the data gets there is not strictly 
part of SHAC itself. As the APRIL loader program, which is 
supplied with every Ferranti Argus computer, permits a fairly 
flexible data input and also provides reasonable facilities for 
printing out areas of store, this has been used instead of 
writing a special purpose loader program. Addresses in the Argus 
are normally specified in OCTAL, i.e. to base 8 rather than 10, 
which makes a block length of 8 particularly convenient.. APRIL 
allows labels to be specified using !v-numbers', so if vl is the 
base address of the blocks,
-0.5
comment, ignored by loader
input-1 address (block 3 output) 
input-2 address (block 4 output) 
integration subroutine
initial condition
/2.CONSTANT
+ 0 
+ 0
+V10 5 constant subroutine
- * 3 value
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/3•ADD
*15V1
*25V1
+ V85 adder subroutine
+ Q
+1 overall gain
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/ I .INTEGRATE
*35V1 
*45V1 
+ V84 
+ 0 
+ •2 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/4.POT
* 1 5V1 
+ 0
+V82 pot subroutine
- • 0 5 attenuation
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
•fr 0
Figure 2.9° Example of Data Tape to specify simulation blocks
block 0 occupies locations *0 + vl to *7 + vl 
" 1 u " *10 + vl to *17 + vl
" n 11 • ” *n0 + vl to *n7 + vl
where * indicates that the following number is in octal notation. 
APRIL allows us to omit the + sign before a v-number thus 
*165 +vl s *165VI - •
The addresses of subroutines are given by parameters 
v80 - vl39
e.g. potentiometer -= v82
adder = v85
constant = vl05
Parameters will normally be stored as integer or 
fractional values, unused locations are set to zero. Figure 2.9 
shows the data tape for a small group of blocks and a complete 
example is given in Appendix 3 (page 144) .
(Although easy to write out, this is quite longwinded and 
when a new input program is written it should allow condensed 
statements such as :
1:INTEG : 3 : 4 : + .2 (block no : type : input 1 : input 2 :
initial condition)
2:CONST : -.3 
3:ADD : 1 : 2 
4:POT : 1 : -.05 )
Block 0 must be the timer block, in which are specified the 
integration step, print interval and total run time.
Print blocks are set up to specify up to 8 variables to 
be printed at each print interval. As variables are frequently 
scaled, the user may specify that a variable is to be premultiplied 
by a constant before printing so the output will be in 
engineering units
When the data tape has been typed, SHAC and APRIL must be 
loaded into the computer, normally from a standard binary tape 
which is placed in the fast tape reader. The user presses STOP, 
sets an address *01127400 on the monitor handswitches^presses 
START, PTI (primary tape input), START, RUN. The binary tape 
takes less than a minute to read (at 300 characters/sec) and 
when '?’ is printed SHAC is ready for use. The data tape is
Plate 2o ARGUS 500 monitor panel (by courtesy of Ferranti Ltd)
placed in the reader and the user types <RETURN> (to enter the 
APRIL loader) then G (go, read tape command). At the end of the 
tape, JV100 is typed to enter SHAC.
The simulation is now controlled from the monitor handkeys
H„ - the most used ones being H. - H. as follows:
0 23 1 4
~ STOP/GO - set to run, clear to stop after next print 
interval
~ if clear, restart problem on GO
if set, continue problem from current values on GO
~ if set, print all block outputs (for debug)
- if set, stop run immediately (a crash stop used if 
excessively long print interval or short integration 
step were chosen so it could be a long time before a 
print interval is reached).
The user sets H. and the initial conditions of the 
4
specified blocks are printed. The simulation then commences, 
using the sampling interval specified and printing out the 
variables at the required print interval until either the 
specified runtime is reached or the user terminates the run 
whereupon ’?' is printed again. The user may now use one of 
the handkey options or type RETURN to enter APRIL. He can use 
APRIL to read in a separate data tape or, more commonly, to 
inspect or overwrite data directly from the keyboard, 
e.g. to change the integrator initial condition in Figure 2.9,
User APRIL reply Notes
V = *14V1 set address to block 1 location 4.
FV request Fraction print of
current address
v = *11014 vl = *11000 in this case
+0.2000000 current value
+.4 overwrite by 0.4
JV100 re-enter SHAC
Any errors identified by SHAC during a run give rise to an 
error printout identifying the block in error, 
e.g. arithmetic overflow
non-existent subroutine specified
’next block’ non existent
input to function generator outside defined range.
APRIL may be used to overwrite any incorrect locations and the 
problem rerun.
If extra blocks have to be added to a model, they will 
normally come between existing blocks. When the problem was 
originally sorted, blocks were numbered in the correct order 
but we now wish to maintain a correct order without extensive 
renumbering, and for this the 6th location (next block address 
is used).
Consider the insertion of block *32 between existing 
blocks *16 and *17 :
ORIGINAL
MODIFIED
32/fa
The changes required are:
block 16 - change location 6 from 0 to *320vl
block 17 - change input-1 address from *165vl to *325vl
block 32 - *165vl
+0
+v82
-0.3
+0
+0
*170vl
+0
Thus the order of updating blocks becomes : 16 - 32 - 17 
Any number of blocks could be inserted between 16 and 17, and 
this allows substantial changes to be made to a model without 
having to rewrite the unchanged parts.
Appendix 3 shows the patching diagram, data tape and run 
time control of a small problem.
3 USEFUL FACILITIES FOR PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
The features discussed in this chapter are ones developed 
to meet the special needs of the problems for which SHAC has been 
used.' The first of these - the 3-term controller - may be 
represented by combinations of other blocks but is conveniently 
and economically provided as a single block. The plotter routines 
offer an alternative presentation of results which can be helpful 
for many problems and the other facilities are ones required for 
accurate simulation, which could not readily be represented using 
the ’conventional’ blocks already supplied, but which were simple 
to code specially. Table 3.1 indicates the storage required by 
these routines, which is trivial for all but the controller and 
the plotter. Thus even if SHAC were used on different types of 
model, requiring different facilities, it would hardly be 
necessary to remove the existing facilities to make room for new 
ones.
Facility Program size (words)
Three-term controller 120
Time delay 45
Backlash 22
Quantiser 17
Maximum/minimum select relay 1.4
Maximum/minimum hold 21
Overwrite 8
Plotter : teletype graph (incl. 51 word buffer) 120
incremental plotter 530
X-Y plot 20
Redefine initial conditions 22
Table 3.1 Storage required by special facilities
3.1 THREE-TERM CONTROLLER
This type of controller is used on chemical plants for the 
great majority of control loops, whether the control system is 
pneumatic, electronic or computerised (DDC). It is so called 
because its output signal consists of three terms:
fluid.
flow
- proportional to the error (major term)
- integral of the error (to reduce long duration errors)
- derivative of the measurement (to reduce overshoot)
The measured value m is the controller input, the 
setpoint (or desired value) s is a parameter and the output 
signal x drives the control element (such as a valve). 
e.g. flow control loop
DDC
flow transducercontrol valve
The SHAC symbol for a controller is a double block 
because of the amount of parameter and data storage it requires 
(it is currently the only SHAC block so to do).
The standard equation for the 3-term controller 
(Young, 1954) can be written as :
1 f , dm Vx = x + G o (m-s) + (m-s)dt + Td. dt
where x
T.
1
= offset (initial valve position)
- gain (positive if valve opening increases as 
error increases, otherwise negative)
= integral action time.
= derivative action time.
Note that derivative action is calculated on the 
measurement, not on the error. This is because the error makes 
a step change if the setpoint is adjusted and would give rise 
to an undesirable 'derivative kick'.
Commercial controllers implement this equation more or 
less exactly, depending on the type; for example pneumatic 
controllers frequently exhibit interaction between the integral 
and derivative action times. The equation is easily represented
exactly in computer control systems and this is followed in the 
SHAC block. Variations from the ideal are rarely of interest, 
in models but could be included if necessary. Following early DDC 
practice, parameters can be specified as powers of 2 i.e. values 
1,2,4,8,16 etc. which is close to conventional practice where 
logarithmic scales on parameter dials give a similar effect.
The parameter values supplied by the user are:-
gain - 1/64 to 512 (proportional band 6400% to 0.2%)
integral action time ) off or 1/32 to 512 time units
Most electronic, pneumatic and positional DDC systems 
exhibit ’integral windup’ i.e. when the error is so large that 
the controller output hits one or other of the limits, the 
integral term continues to build up. Thus, when the error falls 
the accumulated integral term will prevent the controller output 
from reflecting the fall in error for some time, which can cause 
serious overshoots. Most recent DDC installations use incremental 
control where the computer output is in the from of pulses 
driving the valve actuator. In this case, once the valve is at 
full scale, further pulses cause no further movement and are lost. 
As soon as the error falls, pulses in the reverse direction move 
the valve immediately, thus integral action retains its role of 
removing small long-term errors without its injurious effect 
when responding to large short-lived fluctuations. However, 
incremental controllers are still in the minority so the SHAC 
controller is of the conventional type allowing integral windup.
A 3-term controller is very difficult to model on analogue 
computers because the derivative term amplifies noise and the 
system tends to overload (Sellers, 1966). Even using standard 
SHAC blocks it is very tedious, requiring 8 blocks:
)
derivative action time ) e.g. for 1 sec time units, 1/32 sec to 
8 minsjfor 1 min time units, 2 sec 
to 8 hours.
-s
G
x
Td
3.2 TIME DELAY
Although very difficult to implement on analogue computers, 
time delay facilities may readily be provided digitally. The 
delay function is often required in process control studies, in 
particular when modelling the control of liquid flow in pipes 
where the delays due to transport time down the pipe can have a 
large effect on control stability 
e.g.
hot
water
cold
water
<£• control
■>-
—
mixing valve
temperature
warm water
The accuracy of temperature control will depend 
considerably on how long it takes the water to travel from the 
mixing valve to the measurement point.
Generally such delays are variable, being the inverse of 
the flow rate down the pipe. Two types of variable delay are 
demanded in different circumstances.
The simple delay is for cases where the sampling interval 
A is fixed and the delay, if variable, is only slowly changing.
If the delay D(t) is constant or only slowly varying 
such that dD/dt << A/D
then x(t) = a (t - D(t))
This delay is simply implemented as a cyclic queue of 
input values, the output value simply being extracted from D/A 
locations back
i.e.
Output position J 
Input pointer I —
JL
a(t-D)
a£tI
Thus if the current input pointer is at I, the current 
input value a(t) is inserted into location I. The current 
output value will be the one stored at location J where 
J = I - D/A, i.e. the value which was stored in the queue at 
time (t - D). If the queue is n locations long, it can handle 
delays up to nA in duration (without need to sample). A cyclic 
queue is used to avoid moving all the stack entries down on 
each cycle - instead the only items changed are the input value 
and the input pointer, thus minimising demands on the computer.
However, there are important cases, such as plant shut­
down studies,' where the fluid velocity v(t) in the pipe varies 
very quickly. Consider a pipe of length L. The fluid leaving the 
pipe at time t will be that which has travelled distance L 
since entering the pipe, the actual time spent in the pipe being 
unimportant. Thus it is necessary to store not only the value of 
each sample but also its position, i.e.
Value (eg temperature)
Current input
Distance from exit
a(t~2A) .. -L+A.(v(t)+v(t-4)) ...
.a(t-A) ........ -L-fA.v(t)
a (t) -L
r
The distance travelled by each sample during the preceding 
sampling interval is v(t).A so each position value is updated by 
adding this to it. The current output value is found by searching 
back from the current position for the first entry with position 
value ^ 0. Finally the input pointer is moved on by 1 before 
storing the current input value and position value -L.
This technique, due to Gulland (1970 a), has not been seen 
except in simulation programs produced or modified within ICI. 
Compared with the simple method, it demands twice as much storage 
and considerably more calculation per step as each entry in the 
distance vector is updated on each step.
It is important to specify the output of a delay block 
for the start of a problem (when t < D, the block has no data for 
time t - d is negative time). SHAC preloads the delay queue with 
a(0) but some other programs preload it with 0. As the latter 
rarely explain this clearly, it can give rise to undesirable 
starting effects for novices as shown in Figure 3.2.
0
t
SHAC
output X
zero- 
initial 
output X
0
Fig. 3.2 Starting effect of delay block
(a) input function
(b) output function if initialised to a(0)
(c) output function if initialised to 0
3.3 BACKLASH (HYSTERESIS)
a
This block is provided to simulate such things as backlash 
in gears and intentional hysteresis in on-off control. On 
initialisation, x(0) = a (0) and thereafter:
x(t) = a(t) + b/2 if x (t - A) > a(t) + b/2 .......   (3.1)
or x(t) = x(t - A) if a(t) + b/2 ^ x(t) >a(t) - b/2... (3.2)
or x(t) = a(t) b/2 if a(t) - b/2 > x(t - A) ......   (3.3)
where b is the total backlash.
Figure 3.3 illustrates how x varies when a moves from 0.0 
to +1.0 to -1.0 to 0.0, for b = 0.2.
«
<
i
<
ii
t
i i.o
r *
«
*—o.s
I)
(o)
(b)
Figure 3.3. Backlash
3.4 QUANTISER
In general, a simulation program will represent data to a 
high degree of precision, to minimise rounding errors. However, 
this can give erroneous results if the equipment being simulated 
cannot actually operate at that accuracy. An example encountered 
in practice arose in the model of a high-speed flow control loop 
which, in the model, controlled much better than expected. A 
close inspection revealed that the model valve was being adjusted 
over a range of 0 -1%, whereas a normal valve under load would not 
move in steps of less than . The quantiser was introduced to 
represent this effect and it simply rounds off the data input 
value to n significant bits (1 £ n £ '22, giving a precision from
0.5 to 0.00000024). The resulting model (Figure 3.4) proved to be 
much more realistic than the early one.
DDC
flow transducervalve
Figure 3.4. Use of quantiser to represent 
valve stiction
The quantiser may also be used to represent analogue-to- 
digital converters in process control computers, as these 
converters typically have a precision of 10 bits.
3.5 MAXIMUM SELECTOR
Advanced control schemes sometimes use a 'maximum-select’ 
relay (a device which selects the higher of its two inputs as 
its output). A typical application is to operate a control 
valve which is required to open for either of two reasons 
e.g. normally to maintain the setpoint temperature from a cooling 
system (controller A) and in extreme weather conditions to 
prevent the liquid from freezing in the cooler itself 
(controller B), as shown overleaf in Figure 3.5.
nuc
MAX
SLT
DDC
output
temperature
temperature 
in cooler
5-way 
valve / / /  cooler
bypass
Figure 3.5. Maximum select relay in cooler control
system
3.6 MAXIMUM HOLD
MAX x
¥
x = maximum value reached by a
y = value of b when a reached 
maximum
This block is used as a reporting facility, rather than an 
integral part of a simulation, and it simply presents at its 
output the maximum value of its input during the simulation. An 
auxiliary output records the value of input 2 at the time when 
input 1 reached .its maximum. This block is particularly useful 
for noting the exact height and timing of an overshoot, without 
demanding a minute printing interval at that point, and was so 
used in the Simple Sine tests (Section 4.1).
3.7 OVERWRITE
A number of SHAC blocks have data supplied as parameters 
preset in the block rather than by inputs, but occasionally it 
becomes necessary to vary one of these ’constant' parameters 
during a simulation. To avoid writing a special version of such 
a block, an overwrite block has been provided to modify the 
parameter just as if it were a normal input. Figure 3.7 shows 
how this is used in a pair of cascaded controllers, where the
setpoint of controller B (normally defined as a constant) is in 
fact supplied by the output of controller A.
signal to 
* control 
valve
Figure 3.7. Overwrite block used to model cascaded
controllers
3.8 GRAPHICAL OUTPUT
Process instrumentation and analogue computers normally 
display results graphically, which is particularly useful when 
observing trends or interactions between a number of measurements.
The normal tabular printout of a digital computer is not nearly so 
helpful. As the only output devices on a minimal Argus 500 are the 
teletypewriter and the fast tape punch, a 'teletype graph’ routine 
has been developed which plots up to 4 variables against time across 
a 50 character 'graph' (accuracy ±1%). This type of plot is 
excruciatingly slow - taking 8 secs to print each line across the 
graph - so the usual approach has been to output this 'graph' 
on the fast tape punch (^  second per line) and print the tape out 
later for presentation of results, rather than for inspection during 
the simulation. This method would be useful during the run on systems 
with a rapid printout device such as a lineprinter or CRT display. 
Figure A3.5 (page 152) is an example of a teletype graph.
The Argus 500 at Runcorn is also equipped with an 
incremental plotter, which can draw graphs on 11 inch wide paper, 
moving the pen in increments of 1/200 inch along the X and Y axes. 
This device is really intended for high accuracy drawings rather 
than approximate graphs of process variables and so has a number 
of disadvantages:
- expensive (around £2000) so rarely supplied.
- incremental pen drive is more complex to program than is 
positional drive Ochange from current position in defined 
manner' rather than simply 'go to new position'), also the
DDC 0VRmeasurement A
measurement
B
i 13etpoint
DDC
precision of the plotter requires a very careful accounting 
of the pen movement as an error of 1 increment shows up . 
clearly on resetting the pen to repeat a run,
- slow - only around per sec because of the hardware design 
on this system which does not allow the plotter to be driven 
at full speed whilst simultaneously proceeding with the 
simulation.
On the other hand, it can produce a very neat and accurate 
graph of any variable against any other variable (rather than 
just variables against time) as it can move in both ±X and ±Y 
directions.
Plotting subroutines which had been developed by Ghosh 
(1969) to drive this device were adapted for use in the SHAG 
program. These subroutines relied on floating point arithmetic 
and resulted in a plotter routine occupying 500 words. Once in use, 
it immediately became obvious that the method used to join two 
points affected the quality of the graph considerably and Figure
3.8 indicates the three possible methods:
- 'X then Y', the simplest technique, was used in the original 
subroutines' and gave a poor result. Even when the sampling 
interval was reduced so far that A and B were always within 
one increment of each other, the resulting graph had a ragged, 
unpleasing aspect (although it was no more than 1/200 inch in 
error).
- ’diagonal then straight’ is only slightly more difficult to 
program than the simple version, but the graph has a very much 
better appearance.
’best line’ is considerably more complex to program than the 
other two, but would be expected to give a far superior result. 
However, it was found in practice when plotting simulation 
results on 5” x 5" or 10” x 10” graphs that, when the sampling 
interval was small enough to give accurate results, successive 
points were so close together that the ’best-line’ was almost 
identical to the ’Diagonal then straight’ graph and looked no 
better.
The latter two methods, as well as giving a smoother graph, 
are also quicker as they exploit the plotter facility of making 
simultaneous X and Y increments.
• y
1 increment 
I
X+Y 
>’ X
B ©-
A o-
(a) X then Y
A
(h) Diagonal then straight
A
(c). Best line
Figure 3»8* Methods for joining points using an incremental 
plotter able to draw at 0°, 45° ♦ 90° etc.
Figure A3.4 (page 151) is drawn by an incremental plotter.
From this experience, if an incremental plotter package 
were to be developed again for SHAC, one would:
ensure that the hardware specification allowed servicing 
of the plotter on interrupt (.to permit full speed drive).
- ignore library routines and program the module in fixed point 
arithmetic, reducing both the program size and the demand
on the arithmetic unit.
- use the 'diagonal then straight' technique to join successive 
data points.
An alternative and far simpler graph plotting system than 
either the teletype graph or incremental plotter would be to 
drive a conventional X-Y plotter directly from, a pair of fast 
analogue converters controlled by digital outputs, if available 
on the particular computer used. Providing that the plotter has 
similar dynamic responses on the X and Y axes, the lines drawn 
between successive points will be 'diagonal then straight1. 
However, if the solution were proceeding too rapidly for the 
plotter to follow, there would be no electrical feedback so the 
operator would have to notice this and take appropriate action 
such as:
- reducing the. sampling interval, so slowing down the problem.
~ inserting a ’time waste’ block into the simulation.
- replacing the plotter by a high speed recorder or an 
oscilloscope.
REDEFINE INITIAL CONDITIONS
It sometimes occurs that the initial section of a 
simulation is not of interest, because it is insensitive to 
parameter tuning which affects only latter stages of the run.
A particular example was the autoclave model (section 4.3) where 
controller settings had to be adjusted for a rapid temperature 
rise but small overshoot. Figure 3.9 shows the temperature 
plots on different runs, where curve AB was followed by all runs, 
and different responses appearing only on BC, BC’ and BC".
temperature
setpoint
desired response 
BC1 - response too late 
response too early
BC
BC
time
Figure 3.9 Polymer autoclave model, early insensitivity 
to controller parameters
Once this became obvious, it was desirable to start each 
run from point B rather than waste time running from A to B.
A routine has been provided in SHAC which, when run at point B, 
resets the initial condition data of timer, integrators and 
controllers to- the current values. The only block set incorrectly 
by this procedure is the time delay, which starts off in future 
from B with its queue preloaded with its input value at B, 
rather than with the delayed terms.
PERFORMANCE WITH TEST PROBLEMS
Three problems are considered in this chapter, chosen to 
represent different features of practical problems. The first of 
these is somewhat unusual as it involves a critically stable loop, 
but gives a good demonstration of the effect of sampling delay, 
which is shown to account for the inaccuracies observed. A simple 
predictor is used to reduce these errors. The second problem is 
taken from chemical kinetics and in this case a wide range of time 
constants is of interest. A relatively large plant simulation is 
used as the third case and this involves many non-linear blocks, 
including those specially developed for this kind of model. The 
point of interest here is to see whether accurate results are 
produced in a reasonable time, and whether it is possible to 
generate results which appear correct but which are in fact wrong. 
An ability to solve these three problems is a necessary (but not 
sufficient) test that SHAC meets its original specification 
(Section 1.6).
SIMPLE SINE-CRITICAL STABILITY
The loop composed of two integrators and a sign reversal 
will generate a sine wave with constant amplitude and period 27rw.
+.5
incos
When this loop was set up on SHAC, it was found that the 
degree of instability of the sine wave was very dependent on the 
integration step length, A, because the amplitude of the 
sinusoid increased.-That this error was almost entirely due to the 
explicit delay of A between blocks 3 and 1 was demonstrated by 
reordering the block calculations to give a delay of 2A, in which 
case the amplitude growth doubled.
It was found that the error was approximately given by
where E is the percentage amplitude growth per cycle
e.g. E = 36.67% for A ■= 0.1
E = 0.314% for A « 0.001
E = 0.630% for A » 0.001, delay = 2A
This loop can be analysed (Thomason, 1968) to derive the 
expected rate of amplitude growth as follows: The second order 
loop comprising two integrators and ohe sign reversal has an open 
loop transfer function
F(S) - 4
S
and hence a closed loop transfer function (CLTF)
=
2
The poles of the CLTF are given by 1 + - 0
S
i.e. S =£ju) which are shown as p^ and p^ on Figure 4.1. These 
poles define a system with zero damping i.e. a pure sinusoid.
However, consider the case where there is a delay T in 
the feedback loop
2 ' -sT
In this case F(S) = —p e
s2
2 -sT
i.e. the poles are given by 1 ■+■ e = 0
s2
This equation has no analytical solution.
However, it is known (Thomason, 1955) that, for small
values of phase shift, the properties of a delay T and of a simple
1_
Kw
In this case,
lag with time constant T = are indistinguishable.
2F (S) = - a) KtJ
g2 S + Ko)
Thus the poles of the CLTF are given by
3 2 3S +Ku S + K u  « 0
or T3 + KT2 + K = 0 where T = S/w .... (4.1)
Figure 4.1* Simple Sine, Closed Loop Poles
2.0-
Outer trace - without predictor 
Inner trace - with predictor
1.6.
0.8_
0.4-
0.0_
-1.2.
0.01- 1. 6 .
2520100 5
Time t
Figure 4.2. Simple Sine, with and without predictor
For small phase shifts, i.e. K>>1, the loop will be just .
unstable and the complex poles of (4.1) will be p^ and p^, which
are close to p^ and p^ in Figure 4.1, but just in the righthand 
half-plane. Let these poles be situated at
T = 6 ± j (1 + e) (6, e <<1) ... (4.2)
Substituting in (4.1), we get
63 - 36 66c - 36c2 + K 52 - 2Ke - Ke2
+ j (3 62 + 362e - 1 + 3e + 3e2 + e3 + 2K6 + 2K6e) * 0
... (4.3)
Suppose that 6 and e are of order ^/K. Taking terms of order 1
from the real part of 4.3, we find
2Ke = 0 , which is inconsistent.
1 1 2Now suppose that 6 is of order ( /K), but e of order ( /K ).
Equating terms of order 6 from the real part of (4.3) we get
- 36 + K62 - 2 Ke = 0  ... (4.4)
and equating terms of order 1 from the imaginary part of (4.3) 
gives
-1 + 2K6 = 0
i.e. 6 = — 7 ... (4.5)
Substituting back into (4.4) gives 
5
2
8K
The closed loop poles given by 
S = 610 ± jo) (1 + e)
will produce a corresponding waveform 
x(t) = e<^a)t sin (1 + e) wt
Thus the new frequency co^ is given by
u i =  C1 ” “ ■' 8K '
2 2.*. frequency change = -0.625 T to . to
percentage frequency change = -ozo r to = oz.;>
' .... (4.6)
where T = period of sinusoid without delay.
e.g. if T = 0.01 (giving reasonably stable solutions) percentage
frequency change = -62.5 / 2tt x O'.Ol^ = -0.00625%
[ 2tt )
thus frequency shift is a very small effect.
The amplitude effect is however far greater; the rise in
amplitude at the end of the first cycle is given by
6(0. 2tt/(o 6(o.Oy = e - e
2ir6 -= e - 1
Taking only the first two terms, 1 + 2ir6, of the Taylor series
. 2tt 6
expansion of e , then
y = 2?r6
substituting 6 = ~r from (4.5)Zk
y £ = ttioT
.*. amplitude increase per cycle = 100tkoT% .... (4.7)
e.g. if T = 0.01 
amplitude increase per cycle = ttoj = 3.142%.
The experimental and theoretical values in Table 4.1 show a 
very close agreement and demonstrate that the sampling delay in the 
feedback loop is the major cause of inaccuracy in generating the 
sine wave.
Integration step Delay % amplitude increase/cycle
A T Experimental IOOttooT
0.1
T=A
0.1 36.67 31.42
0.01 0.01 3.21 3.14
0.001 0.001 0.314 0.314
0.0002 0.0002 0.062 0.063
0.001
T=2A
0.002 0.630 0.628
0.0005 0.001 0.314 0.314
0.0002 • 0.0004 0.126 0.125
0.0001 0.0002 0.062 0.063
TABLE 4.1 - SIMPLE SINE - EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
AMPLITUDE INCREASES
As the delay in the loop has such a large effect in this 
case, the simple predictor (.Section 2.5) was inserted to close the
loop. It was found that performance improved considerably. There is
fn . .a gain^amplitude on the first cycle (the predictor has no past
information at zero time, so cannot predict) thereafter a much 
smaller change per cycle. For A = 0.01 the latter is alternately 
positive and negative, but for A = 0.001 it is almost unmeasurable. 
Results are shown in Table 4.2, with graphical results for 
A = 0.01 shown in Figure 4.2.
Integration 
1 step
A
Percentage amplitude change per cycle
Without predictor With predictor
First cycle Succeeding cycles
0.1 36.67 11.0 24.0
0.01 3.19 0.009 -.0001, +.0011
0.001 0.314 0.00004 ±.00001
TABLE 4.2 - SIMPLE SINE, EFFECT OF PREDICTOR IN LOOP
It is evident that the predictor has improved the precision 
by at least 3 orders of magnitude in the cases of A =0.01 and 
A = 0.001. For A = 0.1, it has little effect, which is not 
surprising as a simple predictor could not hope to compensate 
for very coarse sampling.
The frequency shift -effect is expected to be very small 
e.g. - 0.00625% for A = 0.01. This means that the period of 14 
cycles should be shortened by 0.007' — which is less than the sampling 
interval and hence unobservable. Even for A = 0.1, where the sine 
wave is growing by 35% per cyclevand overflow occurs after 2 cycles, 
the period shift over the 2 cycles is theoretically only 0.09 i.e. 
still less than the’ sampling interval. Experimental results confirm 
that any frequency shift is within the precision of the sampling 
interval.
At first sight, it would seem reasonable to use a limiter 
in the feedback loop to stabilise the sinusoid, rather than using 
the predictor. In fact, for A = 0.01 this only gives a 10% lower 
rate of amplitude increase at the cost of a frequency shift of -5%. 
The graphical plot in Figure 4.3 shows intuitively why this is so. 
However, a limiter placed between the two integrators in addition
cos/2 in/2
0.5
2.limiter
cosine
0.8.
0.4-
0.0.
0.4-
0.8L
1.2.
0.01
2010
Time
Figure 4.5. Simple Sine, with single limiter in feedback
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PRE
NOTES
1. The SWITCH block (12) is used to connect the output from block 5 
back to block 1 either directly or via the PREDICTOR block(4)> 
as selected on monitor panel switch 1.
2. The MAXIMUM block (5) simply holds the highest value presented
at its output, and is used to store the peak height. Blocks 6 - 11 
: are used to reset it to zero whenever the cosine value passes up 
through 0.49. The calculation order of blocks 6, 7 and 10 ensures 
that output 7 will be logic 11' (enabling the overwrite block) 
only at the sampling interval when the cosine first exceeds 
0.49 °u each cycle.
5. The MAXIMUM block (5) has the auxiliary function of storing the 
value on its second input whenever the output value is updated. 
This is used here to time the sinusoid accurately.
Figure 4.4. Simple Sine, SHAC diagram
to one in the feedback loop does give good amplitude results 
although this time, the frequency is actually increased, by
0.06% for A = 0,01.
The SHAC patching diagram actually used for the simple 
sine tests is in Figure 4.4. The logic blocks (*6 - *11) are 
used to reset the maximum check so that it always finds the true 
peak height, whether this is an increase or a decrease on a 
previous run.
4.2 KINETIC SCHEME - STIFF EQUATIONS
A ’stiff' problem may be defined as one where the time 
constants involved in a problem cover a wide range. Thus if the 
problem is run with a small enough integration step to deal 
adequately with the fast time constants, then very long run 
times are required to cover the time duration of interest on the 
slowly moving variables. In many cases, the problem may be rewritten 
to reduce this effect, for example by treating the fast time 
constant as zero relative to the main simulation. This is often
done in the case of fast flow control loops in a plant simulation
where average values are of importance, not instantaneous ones, 
so the fast variable is not closely coupled. This approach is not 
possible where the variables with small time constants have a 
large effect on the slower moving ones. Such cases form a severe 
test of the ability of integration routines to handle the small 
time constants without either losing accuracy on slower moving 
variables or taking an excessive time to carry out the 
calculations. An example from chemical kinetics has been used
to test the SHAC system under these circumstances.
The kinetics problem is a reaction scheme of 6 compounds,
Xi to X6, and 3 short-lived intermediates Y-^  to Y3 which may be 
considered to decay immediately.
The kinetic equations are:
(4.8)
x2 > X3 (4.9)
2X3 + X5 2 X4 + X6 (4.10)
(4.11)
Xg + 4X3  Y, - f.aSt), x5 + 4X, (4.12)
and Xj. are the initial compounds present, in quantities
CO & CS.
Xj = CO
Expressed as differential equations, the above become
-  at
X,
X,
- / ( K ^  - k2X2) dt
= / ( k 2x2 -  k3x3x5) d t
■ f ' k3x3x5 dt
Xr = CS - X,
X, K3X3X5 ' K4X6 k4 X3
dt
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
Amplitude scaling of the variables into the range -1.0 to 1.0 
together with time scaling to give 1 unit of simulated time as 0.001 
units of real time leads to the equations (4.19) to (4.24)
xl = CO
io x2
100X,
X4 
10^
- j  0.01 ^ . Xx d (lOOOt) ....
x‘ (looot) • • • ■ •
^|K2 ^  (lOX^ - lofS^(lOOX^ (lO4 X^j d (lOOOt)
= j^o.i (100X3H 104 x5) d CiOOOt)
x5 - (io4 cs ) - (lo4 X6) ___
-°-5((l5oo)(-05 (100X3) +-001 lo4 ^ "
^ ^ |  ( 100X3) (104X5)) d ( XOOOt) ---
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
4 310 X, = 10j 6
(4.24)
In the first five of these equations, the multiplying 
constants are (with one exception) only of one order of magnitude, 
thus indicating reasonable scaling. However in the case of (4.24) 
factors of 3 orders appear due to the very different rate constants 
and K^. This inability to achieve an even scaling throughout the 
problem equations immediately suggests a stiff problem, particularly 
as the equation for X5 lies in the closed loop X^ - - X^ - X^.
10
100X310X2
001
1000
10 c
* This block was included to give flexibility in case 
rescaling had proved necessary.
Figure km5. Patching Diagram for Kinetic Model
The patching diagram is shown in Figure 4.5
When this problem was run, it was found necessary to hold
the sampling interval at 5.5 x 10 or less of the total run to
avoid the loop going into oscillation. From one of the successful 
runs (.shown in Figure 4.6) it is seen that attains its maximum 
value of 0.007 at around time 0.06 i.e. at this time the loop 
gain is highest. Substituting values in equation (4.18),
dX^ ,„8 0.007 //N ^  ,„-4 ,r N 600 6006 = 10 x — r—  x (0.67 x 10 - X , ) --- 7T- x X , -- —  x .007
— TT 2 o 2 Odt
= -X, (350000 + 300) + (23.45 - 1.05)
6
22.4 - 3.5 x 105 x X,6
Consider the stability of this loop intuitively :
In continuous notation, the loop is perfectly stable.
However, in sampled form,
AX6 C - KX. where C V  22.4
~A  c
t K = 3.5 x 10
AX, = (C - KX,) 6t 6 6
CIf X, = — + e where e is a small error6 K
AX. = -Ke.At 6
If . |Ke At| = 2e the system will be just stable with X^ having 
values % + e and (C/K - e) on successive samples, thus
the criterion for stability is K At < 2
2 2  ^ _-5
maxi.e. At K 3.5 x 10^ “ 0,57 X 10
which tallies remarkably well with the value of 0.55 x 10 found 
in practice. Although the integration routine used in SHAC is 
trapezoidal, not rectangular as above, the error criterion is 
essentially the same, see Appendix 4. The transition between 
stable and unstable values of At is extremely rapid and no value 
was found giving apparently stable but erroneous results.
Initially, it was not appreciated that the above sampling 
rate was at the limit of accuracy for the integration routine 
and the predictor already described was inserted into the loop
0.8
concentra
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10X,
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Time
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4
Figure 4»6. Kinetic model, component concentrations against time
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Figure 4.7. Kinetic model, variable sampling interval
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Figure 4.8. Kinetic models predictor reducing stability
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Figure 4*9> Kinetic model, results from fixed step and error~controlled
integration methods
after X^. This was found to reduce the stability of the solution, 
rather than increasing it. From the above analysis, this is to be 
expected and in fact an accurate printout of the values of and 
its predicted value demonstrates how the predictor emphasises 
swings in X^. This is shown in Figure 4.8.
As the critical value of t depends inversely on the value 
of X^, and this latter changes by two orders of magnitude during 
the simulation, this problem can benefit from a variable step 
length integration, so a simple scheme was added to the patch 
diagram (using standard elements) to achieve this. As the required 
value for At is found to be 0.5 x 10 when X^ passes through its 
maximum of 0.007, then an approximate value for the sampling 
interval at any instant is:
At 0.003X. x 10
-5
This can then be limited to the range 0.000005 < At <0.001 
to prevent undesirable end effects. The required circuit is the 6 
blocks shown in Figure 4.10 which runs the problem with At fixed 
at a constant value if handswitch 1 is up, or sets t to the 
calculated value if handswitch 1 is down.
0.5x10-5
.0001
003
0VR
Figure 4.10 - Variable Sampling Interval Circuit
 4t
overwrites 
location 7 
of block 0
With this modification, the results produced were almost 
identical to those for fixed At, but the run time was now only 
6 mins, compared with 15 minutes previously.
This method of varying the sampling interval is more 
efficient than an error-controlled technique as it utilises a 
knowledge of the problem, rather than carrying out extra 
calculations to check the errors arising in specified variables,
adjusting the value of A accordingly. This problem is one of the 
few found in practice where the use of a variable sampling period 
has significantly affected the computation time, and in most cases 
an intuitive knowledge of the problem can be applied as in this 
case. Use of an error controlled step method is by no means the 
universal answer because:
(a) the user must carefully specify the correct error level on 
the correct variables (rather than repeatedly reducing At until 
the answer is stable).
(b) an error-controlled method running the problem on the verge of 
instability can introduce spurious effects, as demonstrated in 
Figure 4.9 which shows the values of X,. generated by a fixed 
step method (SHAC) and by a variable step method (360/CSMP - 
Runge Kutta 4th order variable step).
This example was run because it had been postulated that the 
simple trapezoidal integration employed in SHAC would fail when 
applied to a stiff problem, either because it would be incapable of 
dealing with a wide spread of time constants or because it would 
take an intolerably long time to perform the simulation. Table 4.3 
shows the times taken to carry out this simulation by a number of 
methods (all four computers having fixed point arithmetic speeds 
which are roughly comparable).
Program Computer Integration method Time taken
SHAC
SHAC
APSE
DSL-90
360/CSMP
ARGUS 500 
ARGUS 500 
KDF-9 
IBM 7094 
IBM 360/50
Trapezoidal
Trapezoidal, variable step 
Milne, variable step 
Milne, variable step 
Runge Kutta, variable step
15 mins.
6 mins. 
40 mins.
7 mins. 
14 mins.
It is important to note that this problem would be very 
difficult to run on an analogue computer because of the wide range 
of values covered by several of the significant variables e.g. X,_ 
is at around 1% of its maximum value during much of the simulation. 
Automatic range switching would probably prove necessary to attain 
accurate results.
POLYMER AUTOCLAVE - ACCURACY, AND CONVENIENCE FOR MEDIUM-LARGE 
PROBLEMS
Many large problems do not exhibit severe interactions or 
a wide range of closely coupled time constants, but are still 
difficult to simulate rapidly because of the large number of 
calculations to be performed at each sampling interval. It is 
important that a simulation program should be capable of giving 
solutions at reasonable speed for a fairly large problem, without 
giving misleading answers should the sampling interval be set too 
high in an attempt to speed up the solution.
The simulation concerns the control of stirrer speed and
temperature in an autoclave used by a polymerisation process. The 
autoclave, which is surrounded by a jacket of 1Thermex1 heat 
transfer fluid (ICI, 1967), is loaded with a batch of monomer and 
heated by the Thermex. The autoclave contents are stirred and, as 
the batch polymerises and increases in viscosity, this stirrer 
generates considerable heat in the batch. Once at the selected 
polymerisation temperature, the Thermex must act as a coolant 
to remove heat generated by the stirrer in order to hold the 
temperature steady. Figure 4.11 shows the major plant items 
involved in the study.
The objectives in this process are:-
- operate stirrer as fast as possible within the. bounds of 3
constraints (maximum stirrer speed, maximum gearbox torque 
and heat removal rate at the polymerisation stage).
- heat the batch to polymerisation temperature as quickly as 
possible.
- minimise temperature overshoot.
- ensure safe operation by standby controllers, in cases of 
computer failure.
The major problem was the design of a cooler system which 
could rapidly cool a large volume of Thermex (to switch from 
heating to cooling), but still be easily controllable whilst 
removing the relatively small amounts of heat produced by the 
stirrer (this changeover in duties had been ignored in the initial 
system design).
The simulation work was carried out over a period of 6 months, 
starting when the autoclave, stirrer and motor had been designed in
stirrer
jacketted autoclave
batch temperature controller
I setpoint
b Thermex temperature 
controller
cooler with bypass
$-way 
valve 1 // / / / / /
pump
water
cool Thermex 
return
hot Thermex 
supply
Figure 4»H« Polymer autoclave temperature control system
detail but the motor control unit and cooler" system were 
unspecified. The main considerations during this study were not 
of simulation difficulties but rather of engineering design 
problems, e.g. equipment size, cost, delivery, corrosion 
resistance etc., which are not appropriate to this thesis.
However, the simulation allowed the controllability of feasible 
schemes to be assessed rapidly as they were proposed and this 
enabled a system to be designed which gives good dynamic 
performance as well as meeting the engineering requirements.
The simulation demonstrated that the initial design of the 
cooler was totally inadequate for its task and the plant designers 
adopted the recommendations put forward at the end of the 
simulation study. The plant has now been commissioned and it is 
reported that the cooler system works very well.
The features of SHAC which were important in this study 
and which are discussed further are
- ability to represent standard and unusual plant equipment.
- model changes as plant design evolved.
- reliability of answers.
The autoclave was treated as a single heat capacity, with 
heat transfers from the stirrer, the walls and by evaporation of 
solvent. The jacket was modelled in the usual way for distributed 
parameter systems - by splitting it up into a number of sections 
(in this case six), each of which is considered homogeneous. In 
this case the heat transfers are through the walls to the batch, 
and by the movement of Thermex from the preceding section and to 
the next section. The stirrer power was input as a function of 
time, the solvent evaporation rate and wall to batch heat transfer 
coefficient as functions of batch temperature. Later, as the model 
was refined, the function generators were replaced by explicit 
calculations from model variables. No sophisticated blocks were 
required for this part of the model - simply integrators, multipliers 
function generators, potentiometers and adders. It was tested . 
independently of the external system by applying a fixed Thermex 
input temperature and observing both the time to heat the batch to 
polymerisation temperature and the temperature drop across the 
Thermex jacket, these being compared with the plant design data.
Thermex 
inlet
9r,
F
Thermex outlet
Symbols: Subscript i ( l ^ i ^ 6  ) - Jacket section i 
Subscript B - Batch 
M = thermal mass 
9 = temperature 
H = sensible heat content 
F = heat flux from section i to batch
Thermex 
flow rate x 
specific hti-1
-1
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k=heat transfer coeff 
x wall areatime
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time
Batch
-(solvent evaporation 
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Figure 4.12. Polymer autoclave model
This part of the model tnen remained uneuaugcu tmuug.. w..w 
simulation, except for the replacement of function generators by 
more realistic relationships. The block diagram of the batch and a 
single section of the jacket is shown in Figure 4.12.
The external piping, cooler and control system were modelled 
as a unit, which was tested independently before being connected to 
the autoclave model. This part of the simulation was extensively 
modified during the study as experiments were made with different 
cooler volumes and heat extraction.capability, as well as different 
control schemes. At one stage, a completely different type of 
cooler was used in which there was no bypass but the cooling water 
supply to the jacket was switched off and on to control the cooling. 
This was successfully incorporated into the model without modifi­
cation to any areas except for the cooler itself (but was later 
ruled out because of stress corrosion problems in this type of 
equipment).
Briefly, the lengths of lagged piping were represented by 
pure time delays (the thermal mass of the steel being 
substantially less than that of the Thermex in the pipe), the 
pump by a single thermal capacity and the cooler by being split 
into 3 sections in a similar way to that used for the autoclave 
jacket (although this time the thermal conductivity was fixed but 
the flow rate was variable). Of rather more interest is the way 
in which it was possible to use standard SHAC blocks to represent 
accurately the cascade control system driving the two valves in 
the Thermex system (the 3-way valve on the bypass cooler and the 
Thermex return valve, which can be considered as a 3 way valve in 
its effect).
A basic 3-way valve to control the mixing of two streams 
X and Y to give a stream Z with constant flow is readily modelled 
using two multipliers:-
control
signal
-1
wnere uv, t)v and u are tne temperatures of the two input streams
A Y L
and the output stream respectively. The valves in this case had 
linear characteristics, in other cases a function generator is used 
to shape the control signal.
A three term controller is provided in SHAC as the standard 
DDC block, with an output value in the range 0.0 to 1.0. The batch 
temperature controller output must however be modified from this 
range, as it is not applied directly to a valve but as the setpoint 
of the Thermex temperature recorder which may vary from 0min to 
Gmax. The setpoint of a DDC block is normally stored as a value 
in the block, rather than as an input to the block, so an overwrite 
block is used to place the calculated setpoint into the correct 
location. The cascaded controllers are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13. Cascaded Controllers
The output from the Thermex temperature controller cannot
be applied directly to the valve in the normal way as it is used 
/•
in ’split duty' i.e. the first half of its range is used to 
operate the Thermex return valve, the second half to operate the 
cooler bypass valve (Figure 4.14).
100$
valve
opening
1.0.4 .5
Thermex
recycle
Thermex
through
cooler
Thermex temperature controller output
Figure 4.14. Split duty controller characteristic
The range splitting unit is represented using limiters 
as in Figure A.15.
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Figure 4.15. Split duty controller
These standard SHAC blocks were simply combined together
to model a fairly complex control system. When the model was in 
use, it became necessary to add two further facilities. The 
first was added when it was difficult to tune the batch temperature 
controller parameters to give good signals to the Thermex 
temperature controller. During the long period of heating the 
batch from its loading temperature up to polymerisation 
temperature, any integral action was an embarrassment as it 
led to batch temperature overshoot. However integral action was 
necessary to maintain a steady polymerisation temperature, once 
attained. The solution proposed was to switch out integral action 
until polymerisation temperature was reached, 'and the feasibility 
of this solution was readily tested on the model using the blocks 
in Figure 4.16.
OVRcontroller
parameters j controller 
I parameterswith 
integral 
action '
DDC
Batch
temp
controller
Figure 4.16. Controller with integral action switch
This circuit has the effect of switching in the integral 
action as soon as the batch reaches polymerisation temperature. 
The flipflop ensures that it is not switched out again if the 
temperature should swing below the polymerisation temperature.
The second facility was added when it was noticed that 
the control of thermex temperature was unusually good. A close 
investigation of the 3-way cooler bypass valve revealed that 
it was moving by extremely small amounts (roughly 0.1%) to 
control the cooling. In practice a valve cannot be moved in 
steps of less than 3% or so because of static friction and 
backlash of around 1% is present in the actuator. When a 
backlash of 0.01 and a quantiser set to 5 bits were inserted 
between the splitting unit and each of the 3-way valves, 
the model behaviour was much more realistic.
The model was well behaved with respect to sampling rate 
in that the answers were either correct or else the simulation 
overflowed and gave'no answers at all. The limiting factor in 
the simulation was the stability of the various heat capacity 
sections i.e. the 6 jacket sections, 3 cooler sections and pump 
section as these are of low thermal mass but with a high flow 
through them. The model was run both with predictors in the 
feedback loops and without, neither being noticeably better than
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Figure 4*18. Polymer Autoclave, effect of integral action 
in batch temperature controller
the other. It was found that the largest stable sampling interval 
was 1 second (model time scale) which meant that to simulate 
a complete polymerisation lasting several hours took 4 minutes.
One such set of results is shown in Figure 4.17.
It was necessary to tune the controllers to achieve a 
rapid rise to polymerisation temperature but acceptable overshoot, 
and Figure 4.18 shows the response as some different settings were 
tested. However, 4 minutes is rather long for each trial when many 
settings have to be tested, so two approaches were made to reduce 
this time. Firstly, it was observed that instability set in first 
in the loop representing the thermal capacity of the pump, which 
is extremely small. If this loop were removed, there was no effect 
on the rest of the model except that a larger sampling interval 
could now be used - it was safely increased by a factor of five, 
reducing the overall run time to less than 1 minute. Secondly it 
was observed that the first quarter of the cycle was practically 
independent of controller settings, so the "Redefine Initial 
Conditions" facility (Section 3.9) was used such that future tests 
started from a quarter of the way through the batch. By the time 
the midpoint of the batch was reached, it was obvious whether the 
run was of no interest because of excessive overshoot and could 
be abandoned. Thus impractical controller settings could be 
eliminated after a 15 second run, with 45 seconds required to 
check out each feasible setting.
To summarise:
- using the standard SHAC blocks, it was convenient to represent 
the initial model and also the sophisticated additions. The 
standard 3-term controller was particularly useful.
- model changes were made quite easily, partly because the model 
was set up to facilitate this and partly because small sections 
of the model could be readily tested in isolation.
- good answers were obtained because any instabilities were 
heralded by the overflow routine, usually before any effects 
were visible in the logged results. The time taken to carry out 
each trial of controller settings was only 15-45 seconds.
5 COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROGRAMS ON A PRACTICAL PROBLEM.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of SHAC on a practical 
problem and to compare it with other available methods, a 
problem has been chosen which was used as an ICI ’benchmark1 in 
the past and has been simulated by several digital methods.
The model was set up to study control schemes for a proposed 
oil-fired boiler, the scheme used as the test case being shown 
in Figure 5.2. The equations representing this system were 
derived by Brailey, Ellis and White (1965) and are reproduced 
in Appendix 5. To a large extent, the form of these equations 
was governed by the analogue computer, SIMLAC, which was used 
for the original study; for example .a number of variables were 
transposed because of limitations in the multiplier, divider 
and function generator units. Also the derivative term in 3-term 
controllers was omitted due to the difficulty of calculating 
derivatives on the analogue machine. Obviously the equations would 
look rather different if derived again but with a more versatile 
simulation facility in view; however they were used in the 
original form for the benchmark test and so also for the SHAC 
model. The elements of the model are identified on the simplified 
SHAC diagram, Fig.5-.3. One interesting feature is the heat 
release rate, which is heavily dependent on the air/fuel ratio 
(Figure 5.1).
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Figure Skeleton patch diagram for boiler control system
At this point, a comment .may be made on the value of the 
patch diagram mirroring the system diagram. The benchmark problem 
was originally supplied to be run on SHAC in the form of a list 
of equations for use in DSL/90 (a description of the model was 
only obtained later). A patch diagram was set up following these 
equations and a simplified form is reproduced in Figure 5.4. Neither 
the equations nor the resulting diagram give any real feel for the 
physical nature of the model and a conscious effort must be made to 
remember the model whilst operating a DSL simulation. With a 
block type model, correctly laid out, this is present at all 
times.
The problem was set up to run on SHAC (Argus 500), 1130/DSL 
and 360/CSMP. The 1130 computer is of similar size and speed to 
the Argus and is also operated by the user, whereas the IBM 360/50 
used for 360/CSMP is a powerful data processing computer operated 
in batch mode. DSL and CSMP are, unfortunately, both.statement 
structured programs derived from a common base. For the purposes 
of comparison, it had been intended to run the boiler model on 
both a statement structured and a block structured program but 
unfortunately by the time came to run the tests no block structured 
programs were readily available on the accessible computers (both 
of the block structured languages - 360/CIDAS and 1130/CSMP - 
which were provided at one time have been discontinued in favour 
of the statement structured versions). However, at the time when 
both 1130/CSMP and 1130/DSL were available a brief comparison 
was carried out which demonstrated that simulation speeds were 
roughly comparable, with DSL slightly faster because it outputs 
to the lineprinter whereas 1130/CSMP uses only the slower tele­
printer (Houghton, 1971).
An opportunity was also taken to code the model as part 
of a Fortran program - CELSIM - under development on an Argus 500 
time sharing system.
*
5.1 SHAC BOILER SIMULATION
The SHAC model was set up starting from the equations 
listing for DSL-90 together with data from one run. Sealed 
equations were developed and the patch diagram produced which is 
shown basically in Figure 5.3 (from which all the gain and
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Figure 5.4. Boiler model in statement structured form
constant blocks have been removed to allow the diagram to fit 
legibly on one page). A data tape was prepared and read into 
SHAC, then the problem was ready to run. Almost immediately an 
error message was printed because the calculation of KX, the fuel 
flow, overflowed and this was due to a sign not being inverted 
in the fuel pump lag term. This was corrected simply by typing 
in a negated value for a gain block and then the effect of 
varying the sampling interval A was investigated. When the model 
was first set up early in 1968, the evaluation of predictor 
blocks to close feedback loops had only just started so 
these were not incorporated in the model, and it was found that 
different values of A did affect the final answer in detail 
although the general form of the results remained correct.
Table 5.1 shows the values of four important dependent variables 
at one instant, for sampling intervals ranging from 0.02 to 1.0 
secs, (the latter being the largest available without time 
scaling) where the values obtained differ only by a few percent.
When studies of the predictor had shown it to be generally 
desirable, predictor blocks were patched into all the closed loops 
of the model. This stabilised the answers with essentially identical 
results being obtained for A changing from .02 to 0.5. However, 
when A was then increased to 1.0 the model became unstable and 
overflow occurred, giving an error message.
Once a reasonable value of A = 0.25 had been established, 
a series of runs: was made whilst the controller constants were 
tuned up to give the best system response. The most sensitive 
dependent variable is the output (range) pressure, some plots of
which are shown in Figure 5.5, although it is also important to
maintain a slight excess of oxygen to avoid 'black stack' conditions 
To carry out this tuning, it is not necessary to print a detailed 
log of the main parameters vs. time but instead the maximum and 
minimum blocks may be used with advantage to track the amplitude 
and timing of the peak values of the pressure and free oxygen, 
with printing only at the end of each run. In this case each run
took only 30 secs, to run up to simulated time 400 (a log of every
20 secs, simulated time would have taken 20 x 10 secs. = 3 mins. 
to print on a teletypewriter) and the user can conveniently modify 
the controller parameters between runs simply by typing in new values
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no predictor
.02
.1
.25
.5
1.0
11.3260
11.3227
11.3193
11.3113
11.2978
17.7860
17.7718
17.7485
17.6716
17.5819
0.1749
0.1749
0.1749
0.1753
0.1754
-0.38533
-0.38568
-0.38719
-0.38886
-0.39286
SHAC
with
predictor
.02
.1
.25 
.5 . 
1.0
11.3267 17.7891 
11.3266 17.7891 
11.3263 17,7889 
11.3257 17.7546
results unstable
0.1749
0.1749
0.1749
0.1751
-0.38516
-0.38517
-0.38526
-0.38486
DSL 90
variable
step
.078- ) 
.312 )
11.328 17.822 0.17452 -0.38490
DSL 1130 
fixed step
. 1,.5,)
1.0 ) 
2.0
11.32 17.82 0.1742 
results unstable
-0.3848
Table 5.1. Boiler model —  values of four main variables 
with differing sampling intervals
Time = 80s,Proportional Band = 200%, Integral Action Time = 60s.
5.2 1130/DSL BOILER SIMULATION
1130/DSL has been adapted from DSL/90 to run on IBM 1130 
computers. The 1130 computer available for these tests had a .
standard configuration of an 8K core store (3.6 ys core access 
time) and 512K word disk pack unit. The input/output devices are 
a card reader/punch, teletypewriter and an 80 line per minute 
printer. Floating point arithmetic is carried out by software, 
as in Argus, and the two computers are quite similar (with the 
Argus being roughly twice as fast).
The DSL system operates in 3 stages: 
the DSL statement cards (Figure 5.4) are read and an 
equivalent Fortran program is punched.
- the Fortran program cards are compiled into a user program 
which is stored on disc.
the user program is executed i.e. the simulation is run. At 
this stage it is possible to alter named constants, such as 
and TI^, or run control constants such as sampling interval 
and print interval.
A fixed step integrauj.uu me LLiWU mug u w_-_ ______ ^
Kutta 4th Order, Trapezoidal or Adams-Moulton. (In principle, the 
program also offers two variable step length routines - Runge-Kutta 
and Milne - but these are both more than 2K long and there is 
insufficient room to hold them in the 8K core store along with the 
control routine and model). The method commonly used is the fixed 
step Runge-Kutta and this was used for the majority of tests on 
the boiler model.
As with SHAC, a number of experiments, were made to select 
the best value of sampling interval, A. It was found that for A 
greater than 1.0 the system overloaded (although without an error 
message) so a reasonable value of A = 0.5 was chosen for the 
tests. In this case, each run took 8 minutes for simulated time 0 
to 400 secs, or, if the maximum stable value of A = 1.0 is used,
4 minutes. Either is rather long for tuning exercises.
5.3 360/CSMP BOILER SIMULATION
The 360/CSMP program is very similar to DSL/90, from which 
it was developed, but it runs on an IBM 360 and not an IBM 7090.
The computer used for these tests was the Mond Division 360/50 which 
.has a core access time of 0.5 ys per byte, making it a little faster 
than the Argus. However floating point arithmetic is carried out by 
special purpose hardware, which is very much faster than using 
subroutines. A comparison by Holman (1969) showed the 360/50 to be 
about 20 times faster than the 1130 for work consisting mainly of 
floating point arithmetic. This computer can only be used remotely 
so a normal run will consist of a series of simulations each with 
different parameters, the parameter sets being chosen to give as 
much useful information as possible. Normal turnround time gives 
the opportunity for only two runs per day (unless special 
arrangements are made for the user to spend a day at the Computer 
Centre) and this makes debugging and tuning tedious. Once the 
problem has been set up, there is provision for saving the model in 
compiled form to avoid recompiling each time the problem is resub­
mitted with different sets of parameters, but this is rarely done 
as it is a complex procedure.
The program input for 360/CSMP was almost identical to that 
for 1130/DSL although, due to different Fortran standards on the 
two machines (6 character names on the 360, 5 character names on the
1130 to INTGRL on the 360. Problem compilation time was 1.4 mins.
Runs using fixed step Runge-Kutta gave the same answers as 
on the 1130 i.e. the maximum stable step length was & = 1*0, with 
which value each run for simulated time 0 to 400 took 10 secs, 
compared with a minimum time for SHAC of 15 secs. This tallies well 
with the relative speeds of the two computers, as neither is 
resorting to subroutines for arithmetic manipulations (the 360/50 
uses its floating point hardware, SHAC is programmed in fixed point 
arithmetic).
Another run was carried out using the Milne variable step 
length integration routine, with the same error criteria as in the 
original DSL/90 run (a meaningful error criterion is difficult to 
choose as it specifies the error per step, not the error per unit 
time or per solution). Results were disappointing - a single run 
took 2.8 minutes, and even then the free oxygen concentration was 
oscillating slightly. As this had been moving smoothly on all the 
other simulations it suggested that the method was on the verge of 
instability. A printout of the sampling interval showed it to be 
oscillating through the values of 0.08, 0.16 and 0.32 throughout 
the simulation - thus spending considerable time changing the 
steplength without any compensation from tailoring the steplength 
to changing conditions in the model. The run took twice as long as 
a 'conservative1 choice of 0.1 secs, with the fixed step Runge-Kutta 
method, reinforcing again the argument that variable steplength 
methods are appropriate only where model dynamics change 
significantly during the run. .
FORTRAN BOILER MODEL
The first phase of DSL or 360/CSMP translates the problem 
statements into a Fortran program. Where such a translator is not 
available, the user may of course write the Fortran program himself 
and a standard program framework of integration, printing and 
control routines has been developed for the Argus computer (Howard, 
1971) and into this the user slots his own problem statements. The 
resulting program is compiled and run under the Laboratory Organiser 
Operating System (Bowen & Fish, 1971) which requires an Argus 500 with 
a minimum of 16K core store and a fast access disc backing store.
The program has to be split into a number of chapters which 
are overlaid from disc into store as required, in order to fit 
into the core store normally available to each user program .
(IK of program, 3K of data). As the model statements and the 
integration routine will not fit into the same chapter, an overlay 
is required on each sampling interval. This makes the program run 
very slowly - with a sampling interval of 1.0 and using the Runge- 
Kutta method it took 10 mins. to run from time 0 to 400 oh the 
model. The program uses floating point subroutines (as does the 
1130) but the frequent overlays are the cause of an effective speed 
reduction of 5:1 compared with the 1130. Although 1130/DSL uses 
overlays in the translation phase, it is not run on a timesharing 
system and the model and integration routines can be squeezed into 
the 8K core. Plans are now being made to modify the CELSIM program 
structure and to run the program through a recently developed 
Fortran code optimiser (Fish 1971) so that the model and all 
subroutines required during each sampling interval will fit into 
one overlay, with a large increase expected in the simulation speed.
Note that the parts of the SHAC program utilised during 
each cycle of the run occupy much less than IK store and so they 
would fit into the above scheme without any need for overlays during 
problem execution.
5.5 COMPARISON OF THE FOUR SIMULATIONS
Comparisons may usefully be made on several points: 
time taken to prepare the simulation.
- speed of problem debugging.
time for each run of the problem, 
cost of each run of the problem.
The value placed on the first three points must necessarily
be subjective, only the last one may be measured objectively.
The time taken to prepare the simulation is very difficult 
to assess, as it was first provided in the form of equations used 
in DSL/90. However for SHAC it took about 4 hours to scale system 
equations, convert them into a block diagram and fill in coding
sheets for the preparation of a data tape, with another hour to
punch the tape. In the case of 1130/DSL or 360/CSMP an equivalent 
problem would take about 30 minutes to code, whereas the modifi­
cation of the Fortran program to model the boiler took an hour (in
all cases, a rurcner i_> iiu.uui.t:o ucxu^ .1.1.1 ^unv-«-*-**£, —
These figures must be set against the two-man months spent in 
deriving the boiler equations.
The speed at which a problem can be debugged depends mainly 
on whether the problem is operated by the user or run in batch mode. 
SHAC takes less than a minute to read in the problem tape and is 
then ready for execution, each complete run taking 30 secs. Parameter 
changes and minor configuration changes may be entered directly at 
the keyboard without reloading the problem, although major changes 
requiring rescaling would take at least half an hour. During a 
run, arithmetic overflow on any variable is immediately indicated 
by an appropriate message, whether or not the variable Was selected 
for printout.
1130/DSL took 10 minutes to convert the program input into 
an executable form and a complete run then took 8 minutes. Parameter 
changes may be entered at the keyboard but any configuration changes 
require require recompilation. Arithmetic values wildly out of the 
expected range are not reported as errors; for example, when the
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sampling interval was too large, the fuel flow rose to 1.9 to 10 
compared with its usual value of -0.5, without any error message.
360/CSMP is normally the slowest method to debug because 
only two runs per day are possible. Compilation takes 1.4 mins. 
and each run thereafter 10 secs. All configuration and parameter 
changes are made by resubmitting the job. However typing faults 
are often indicated by CSMP and DSL, for example a mistyping of 
Til as Til. The slow feedback from CSMP discourages experimentation 
with sampling interval which is probably the reason why many users 
adopt a variable step length integration method as a safe, if 
expensive solution.
CELSIM compiles in less than five minutes but any unplanned 
changes in parameter (as well as configuration) require a 
recompilation. The 10 minute run time makes experimentation with 
sampling intervals very tedious.
The speed of problem solution is very important because if 
it is low then the user is disinclined to make enough runs to 
ensure that his model is correctly tuned.(assuming that this is the 
object of the simulation, which is nearly always the case). The 
best situation is that of the analogue computer in repetitive operation
where the variables from a problem which runs in less tnan iu secs, 
can be displayed on an oscilloscope and the parameters tuned by 
eye. On this problem, SHAC runs only a little slower (30 secs) and 
the maximum/minimum blocks may be used to pick out salient details 
in many cases, without a mass of printout. Both 1130/DSL (4-8 rnins) 
and CELSIM (10-20 mins) are prohibitively slow. With 360/CSMP the 
normal approach is to plan a series of experiments and send off a 
batch of runs at one time. The time spent on the simulation is not 
unimportant because jobs requiring more than 15 mins would normally 
be run only at night, so turnround falls from 2/day to 1/day. However, 
on this model some 50 or so runs could be made in that time and a 
self optimising facility is often worth programming into the system.
The cost of each run depends of course on the hire charge 
for each computer. Hourly charges inside ICI are approximately:
Minimal Argus 500 (used for SHAC) £5 per hour
IBM 1130 . £8 per hour
IBM 360/50 £100 per hour
Timesharing Argus 500 (used for CELSIM) £20 per hour
A control engineer’s time is charged at £4 per hour, that of 
a punch girl at £2 per hour.
Thus estimated costs for the boiler model are as given in 
Table 5.2 (charges include the control engineer).
SHAC 1130/DSL 360/CSMP CELSIM
Problem coding £16 £2 £2 £4
Tape or card preparation £2 50p 50p 50p
Each compilation 20p £1.50 £3 £2
Each model run 10p £1.50 40p £8
’Typical job’ of 3 compilations 
and 30 runs £24 £50 £23 £250
Elapsed time for job 2 days 2 days 5/15 days 2 days
Table 5.2 - Boiler Model Costs
The last two entries in the table are, again,'very subjective, 
and a change in the ratios of coding : compilations : runs will make 
significant differences to the figures.
The figures for SHAC and CSMP strongly resemble those 
quoted by Brown (1970) for relative costs of hybrid and batch 
processing digital simulation, i.e. the former has a relatively 
high staff cost but low cost per run thereafter, and is 
particularly useful when many runs are required once the model is 
developed or when the job is to be done in a short time.
These figures cannot be used to decide which is the best 
simulation technique for all problems, as the answer will 
depend on the nature of the problem. However one solution is 
obviously ruled out of court - that of CELSIM which uses overlays 
during the simulation run. The following general principles are 
clear :
~ on computers without floating point hardware, the use of fixed 
point arithmetic gives simulation speeds which are an order of 
magnitude faster than using floating point arithmetic.
- program overlays from backing store into core store may usefully 
be used during translation, editing or printout phases of the 
program but their use on each cycle of the simulation run causes 
very slow operation (by a . factor of 4 in this case).
- problem preparation is an order of magnitude longer if equation 
scaling and block diagram preparation is necessary.
REAL TIME SIMULATION
One of the major uses .for Argus computers is for on-line 
control of plant, so a well developed process interface is available 
for the input and output of analogue and digital signals. The actual 
interface equipment provided on a machine depends on the application 
and is kept to a minimum as it is very expensive (on a plant 
computer, the interface equipment normally costs considerably more 
than the ’data processing’ part of the computer system). However, 
if the interface were available, it would be possible to use SHAC 
as a hybrid computer running in Real Time (i.e. at the same speed 
as the system being modelled would operate in practice) with actual 
plant equipment connected in as part of the simulation. This could 
be.useful for:-
training process operators, using a plant control panel connected 
into the model.
- testing out control equipment as it became available by replacing
its representation in the model by the actual items.
- replacing parts of the model, which are difficult to represent
accurately, by the actual equipment.
However, this is a far more complex exercise than carrying 
out a ’computer-only’ simulation (whether using SHAG or a genuine 
hybrid computer) and because of the resulting expense would only be 
used in rare cases. In fact SHAC has never been used in this way, 
although it was seriously considered for one project, so the 
techniques which could be used are briefly described.
REAL TIME SPEEDS
Unless a SHAC model runs at least as fast as the system under 
study, it is impossible to carry out real time simulation. For the 
problems already discussed, the relevant speeds are:-
Simple sine, period 2FT (6.28) secs - 4 times faster than Real Time 
LPP Kinetics - 4 times faster than Real Time
Polymer autoclave , - 100 times faster than Real Time
Boiler - 10 times faster than Real Time
These problems were neither specially selected nor tailored to 
run in real time and so are not unlike many problems encountered 
within ICI. On the other hand, one could very easily find examples 
from distillation column dynamics or high speed gas flow control
slowest simulations ever done inside ICI was a study on SHAC of
slower than Real Time (Jones 1970). Brandin (1968) warns of the 
danger of falling into the trap of the "Real Time Syndrome’1, 
because as he observes:
’It can be shown that any system can be simulated in real time 
with a suitable number of significant simplifications’.
.2 SYNCHRONISATION
The Argus is provided with a 100 Hz clock interrupt which 
may readily be used for synchronisation, if it is arranged to 
decrement a clock count by 1 on each interrupt (it is already used 
to service the printer or tape punch so that output may be buffered 
and printed out whilst the, computation is continuing).
If then- the sampling interval is specified as an integral 
number N x 0.01 secs, the synchronisation routine in Figure 6.1 
may be added to the executive program and entered at the end of 
each simulation cycle.
14electron spin resonance effects where the model ran 10 times
^  Is clock count negative ?
Yes
No
Y
Print error message 
"SIMULATION RUNNING TOO SLOW” 
Terminate run
< Is clock count zero ?
Set clock count « N 
Continue run
FIGURE 6.1. SYNCHRONISATION ROUTINE
6.3 ANALOGUE INPUTS
Argus analogue inputs normally work through a multiplexer 
which, once triggered, scans round all the inputs and copies the 
appropriate values from the analogue/digital converter into 
specified core addresses by direct store access (DSA, otherwise 
known as direct memory access or cycle stealing) quite independently 
of the program. This may simply be triggered by the 100 Hz interrupt 
routine whenever it is found to have finished a scan. Alternatively, 
if program controlled analogue inputs are used, where an analogue 
input address is specified and there is then a delay whilst the 
input is selected and its value converted into digital form, the 
100 Hz interrupt routine may be organised to read each input in 
turn and update a table of analogue inputs just as if it were being 
updated by a DSA unit.
In either case, an analogue input block, on being entered, 
would simply need to.read the appropriate value from the in-core 
table of inputs and store it at the output of the block, without 
any delay to wait whilst the input was read, 
e.g.
>— 1 - analogue input no. 27
6.4 DIGITAL INPUTS
These are of two types, the first being similar to the 
standard analogue inputs whereby all digital inputs are scanned 
and their values copied by DSA into a table in core. In this case 
the digital input block simply reads the appropriate data bit from 
the table. The second type of digital input is one which is read 
directly by program, without any delay, and in this case a.digital 
input block would read the input bit directly, 
e.g.
■> ■•—€& digital input no,16
A/IN
27
6.5 ANALOGUE OUTPUTS
High speed analogue outputs (normally used in limited 
numbers for recorders etc.) are addressed directly without any 
delays, and in this case the analogue output block simply transmits 
the value at its input to the specified address. The more 
economical plant analogue outputs are much slower and, once one 
output has been updated, there is a delay before it is possible to 
update another one. Here the analogue output block should update 
a table in core and the 100 Hz program be arranged to output the 
values from the table to each output in turn (the inverse of 
program controlled analogue inputs), 
e.g.
❖
6.6 DIGITAL OUTPUTS
Each digital output card normally serves 8 digital output 
lines, so that when it is addressed all 8 lines will be updated.
As the current values of the lines cannot be read from the hardware, 
it is necessary to keep a software tally of the current values in 
order that one line only may be changed, and this is most simply 
done if the digital output block updates a table rather than out- 
putting the value directly. The digital output cards may then be 
updated by the executive routine at the end of each cycle (for 
fast digital outputs) or by the 100 Hz interrupt routine (for slow 
digital outputs), 
e.g. '
digital output no, 7
6.7 SAMPLING ERRORS
The process interface described is that for use on plants 
where any given input or output would be updated every 1 - 1 0  secs. 
If the model is being run at similar speeds to the plant, then 
sampling errors will be negligible. However such an interface would
D/OUT
em ■ ■—■-fg r.
analogue output no. 10
be totally inadequate to couple onto a high speed real time device 
(such as an analogue computer) where synchronisation of the SHAC 
model with the external equipment is required to be accurate in 
milliseconds rather than seconds. In these cases, special high 
speed input-output equipment is required exactly as for high speed 
hybrid computers and is not relevant to this work. Amongst many 
others, Bekey & Karplus (1968) describe hybrid interfaces in 
detail.
7 EXTENSIONS TO GIVE ITERATIVE AND OPTIMISING FACILITIES
The normal operation of SHAC is to load up a problem tape 
and run the problem. The user then types in a parameter or model 
change and re-runs the problem. Analogue arid hybrid computers have 
repetitive and iterative operation modes where successive runs are 
initiated automatically by the computer without intervention by the 
user. Provision of such facilities for SHAC has been considered, in 
some detail but not actually implemented as the demand has been less 
than that for more urgent jobs. The proposed techniques are briefly 
described.
7.1 MULTIPLE PARAMETER SET STUDIES
If a parameter study is planned in advance, the data may be 
typed onto a tape and loaded into the fast tape reader after loading 
the problem tape. Then at the end of each run, the user simply 
enters the loading program to read tape (rather than typing in the 
changes directly at the keyboard) and at the end of each parameter 
set the next run is automatically started. This facility is available 
now and it would be a simple modification to enter the appropriate 
point in the loader program directly^at the end of each run, rather 
than via the user, allowing a multiple parameter study to run 
unattended (overnight if necessary for many runs on a complex 
problem).
7.2 REPETITIVE OPERATION
This is usually appropriate on analogue computers when the 
problem runs rapidly (up to 20 secs per run) and the output may be 
displayed on a persistence oscilloscope. As the user adjusts 
potentiometers defining parameters in the problem, he can observe 
the changing shape of the output display and tune up the problem 
directly, e.g. minimise overshoot on a control loop, match a 
kinetic curve with experimental data etc. In the normal version of 
SHAC, there are no facilities for data entry other than through the 
keyboard, nor for displays on an oscilloscope. However these would 
be fairly simple to add to a computer with a process interface 
(requiring only one or more analogue inputs and two or more analogue 
outputs, as described in chapter 6) in which case the modifications 
to the SHAC executive to allow repetitive operation are trivial 
(about 6 words of program added).
ITERATIVE HYBRID ANALOGUE SOLUTIONS
By using mode controlled integrators and judicious combinations 
of timers, analogue computers equipped with parallel logic may be 
programmed to solve simple tuning or optimisation problems auto­
matically. Solartron (1966) give the following example which they 
set up in such a manner:
it i 2
Given the equation :- x + 2  £ u) x + co x “ 0
with the initial conditions:- x = -0.5
S = 0.05
w = 2 rads/sec.
find £ and to such that the time to the first x - 0 is 0.5 secs, and 
the first peak undershoot occurs at x = -0.1.
The solution proposed by Solartron used comparators, 
monostable, counter, AND gate, logic inverter and mode controlled 
integrators.
No mode controlled integrator is provided in SHAC 
(although it would only take about 20 words of program to do so) 
but as an exercise an attempt was made to set up this problem using 
only the existing SHAC blocks. This proved quite easy and the 
resulting patch diagram is shown in Figure 7.1 and a set of curves 
produced by the self-tuning in Figure 7.2.
However, in any but the simplest cases, this is a tedious 
and error prone way of doing optimisation or tuning and the methods 
described in the next section, which use the power and high level 
language capability of the digital computer, are more attractive.
ITERATIVE HYBRID DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
SHAC is currently being modified to run under the Laboratory 
Organiser time-sharing system (Bowen & Fish, 1971). The modifications 
needed to do this are relatively slight, mainly concerning the input 
and output of messages between the user and the program. The whole 
SHAC program (including Calcomp plotting routines) will fit into a 
4K user area without overlays together with data space for a 200 block 
simulation so there will be none of the penalties incurred by an 
overlayed simulation program such as described in section 5.4. (An 
overlay will, however, be used for the data input and modification 
routines). From experience with the Organiser it is estimated that,
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Figure 7.2. Convergence of Self-Tuning loop
when SHAC is the only program running on tne system, j-l. wxjlj.
about 10% slower than offline because of system overheads.
Obviously when other programs are running on the system, SHAC will 
only get a proportion of the computer time and will run corres­
pondingly more slowly blit the attraction is that simulation may
be carried out whilst other programs are operating, instead of
requiring sole use of the computer, and thus can be used at almost 
any time of day. However apart from this operational advantage, 
there is now the technical possibility of using the facilities of 
the Organiser to improve the operation of SHAC because a convenient 
FORTRAN compiler, a disc file system and interprogram communication 
are amongst the standard Organiser features.
The intention is that when a user wishes to carry out 
a simulation which includes optimisation (e.g. parameter fitting or , 
control loop tuning) he will program his model to run under SHAC 
and write a FORTRAN program to carry out the analysis of the 
results and choose the parameters for the next run, i.e. in the 
example of the previous section (Figure 7.1), the 'Basic Circuit1 
together with the two sampling circuits would be set up in SHAC but 
the re-calculation of parameters between runs would be done by a 
separate FORTRAN program called ADJUST (say). The problem would 
then be run as indicated in Figure 7.3.
It is specifically intended that communication between SHAC 
and the FORTRAN program occurs only between runs of the problem, not 
during,them, and the FORTRAN program is an exact replacement for the 
human operator who would normally make the parameter adjustments 
at the end of each run. If however facilities were provided to allow 
special simulation blocks to be programmed in FORTRAN then this would 
require program overlays during each integration step and solution 
times would become excessive (as discussed in section 5.4).
There is no technical reason why an iterative solution using 
SHAC and a FORTRAN program needs to run under a timesharing system 
with backing store, if the computer available had a large enough core 
store (12K minimum). However in practice the FORTRAN core-only 
compiler system is very slow as a number of tapes must be read and 
punched out - it takes at least 30 minutes to compile even a trivial 
program. This is an unattractive way of working and for a core-only 
system the viable alternatives are manual optimisation or 'analogue' 
circuits, as discussed in section 7.3.
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8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 ECONOMICS
Before discussing the technical merit of the various 
simulation methods, a comment on economic aspects is appropriate.
Commercial computing services exist to make profits by' 
charging for the use of their computers (and company in-house computing 
services aim to show at least a 'paper' profit). Thus the user of an 
IBM 360/50 computer is charged £l00 per hour of computer time, the 
user of an IBM 1130 around £8 for each hour spent at the computer 
(including 'thinking time1).
A modern 50 amplifier analogue computer with parallel logic 
costs around £30,000 (i.e. annual cost around £6,000), requires 
skilled maintenance and must be paid for entirely by simulation.
SHAC differs from either case in being available through a 
'back door' - the small on-line computer attached to analytical 
equipment in a research laboratory and used only during the day, 
or the on-line plant control computer with a facility for running 
small background problems during 'spare' time. On an Argus 500, SHAC 
requires no special facilities and the program may be stored on a 
paper reel costing 50p which takes 45 secs to load into the computer 
(or if stored on backing store occupies 1/100 of a £13,000 disc). 
Obviously, "free computing because it is there" is a poor argument 
which could never be part of the formal case for producing a program, 
nevertheless if the program does exist and the computing facilities 
are freely available then it is very attractive. Computer charges for 
a simulation study can be very heavy, particularly if the work is 
done by an inexperienced user - a recent 3 month study by an M.Sc. 
student from Surrey, using first 1130/CSMP and later 360/CSMP, led 
to computer charges in excess of £1,000 (Roberts,1971). However, on 
the same site were two other computers, one used for developing 
software for on-line plant applications and the other controlling a 
mass spectrometer, either of which could have been used without charge 
to run SHAC. (The reason for using CSMP was that the;jsupervisor was 
experienced in that from his previous job and as the M.Sc. study 
was 'only a small job' he recommended the use of a package well known 
to him).
Section 5.5 assessed costs using a more reliable method, 
including costs of staff time as well as computer time.
8.2 CHOICE OF SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
Edwards (1971) gives a check list which forms the basis for 
Table 8.1. Probably the most important factor (which Edwards does 
not discuss) is availability of equipment because travelling costs 
and elapsed time rocket if the computer chosen is much more than 
an hour’s journey away (and the chances of doing further runs as 
an afterthought are much reduced). The use of remote terminals, 
introduced since SHAC was developed, is discussed in the next 
section. Given availability, the 'best1 applications for each 
method may be summarised as:
- small analogue :^for teaching.
analogue with logic : medium sized problems with limited amplitude 
range, manual or simply automated tuning.
- digital service computer : medium-large problems where turnround 
time not critical and only few runs required of: developed 
model.
- hybrid : for complex highspeed or stiff problems which cannot 
realistically be solved in any other way and where highly skilled 
staff are available.
- SHAC : medium sized problems with wide amplitude range, manual 
or sophisticated tuning/optimisation.
A particularly promising area for SHAC is on Chemical Works 
with process control computers including facilities to run small 
programs, as such sites rarely have good access to the large digital 
computers.
Analogue Digital Hybrid SHAC
1. Is the relevant computer readily 
available Yes Yes Yes Yes
2. Have the parameters a wide 
amplitude range No Yes Yes Yes
3. Is the system *k*ff (>20 time 
constants) Yes No Yes No
4. Is the system very stiff (>200 
time constants) No No Yes No
5. Are there severe nonlinearities No Yes Yes Yes
6. Is high accuracy important No Yes : No Yes
7. Is a quick answer important Yes Yes No Yes
8. Are many trials required (>20) Yes No Yes Yes
9. Are very many trials required 
(>100) No No Yes No
10. Do pure time delays exist No Yes Yes Yes
11. Must user tune up equations Yes No Yes Yes
12. Must offline equipment be used 
with simulation Yes No Yes Yes
13. Is real time running important Yes No Yes Yes
14. Does problem have both analogue 
and digital sections No No Yes No
15. Is staff effort scarce No Yes No No
16. Have all possible approximations 
been made | No1 No Yes No
TABLE 8.1 - CHOICE OF SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
INTRODUCTION OF TIMJS-fcHAKJLNU
Starting about 1969, there was a rapid expansion by companies 
offering time-sharing remote-access computer services. In almost 
every case the user is offered a slow typewriter terminal (invariably 
a 10 character/sec Teletype ASR 33) connected by GPO modem and 
telephone line to the remote computer. There are four charges 
involved:
- hire of Teletype and modem (around £400 per annum)
"connect time" charge whilst teletype online (£4 per hour)
- GPO telephone bill (lOp to £4 per hour, depending on distance).
- CPU time (usually equivalent to 360/50 charge of £2/minute).
Knowles (1970) compared six different systems and found a 
wide range of costs (10:1) for one test program, although the 
relative costs would change for a program with a different mix of 
input, computing and output. However a reasonable system would 
charge roughly the same for most jobs as if done on a batch operated 
360.
The great attractive of a timesharing system is that the 
user can make multiple runs and corrections to his simulation 
problem during a single session at the terminal, greatly reducing 
the elapsed time spent in developing a model. Timesharing systems 
are set up to give a good response to many users. Because of the slow 
input-output speed of the Teletype, most programs do a small amount 
of calculation and then spend a long time printing, during which 
time the computer is doing the calculations for the other users, 
each of whom appears to have a computer to himself. On the other 
hand a simulation program requires substantial amounts of computation 
and does not fit well, with the normal run of programs - for this 
reason computing time is often charged at a high rate, or else a 
’compute-bound’ program is given low priority and thus takes a long 
time to produce answers. In addition, the core storage available to 
a user is limited and is normally very much less than the 100K bytes 
occupied by 360/CSMP on an IBM 360/50, so existing batch simulation 
programs cannot be efficiently trimmed to fit into a timesharing 
system.
For these reasons, the number of timesharing systems which 
offer simulation programs is very limited. One program which has been
tested from Runcorn was SL/1 (Xerox 1970) but this proved very 
disappointing because:
- problem tapes took a long time to read into the Teletype.
- poor quality telephone lines caused faulty input and sometimes
disconnected the terminal.
- error diagnostics were poor.
- simulation runs incurred high charges.
A program which originated inside ICI is now available on 
the Honeywell system under the name of CSSP-1 but even its 
originators have only used the program because turnround time on 
their IBM 360 was often days, not hours. Another program has just 
been released (Miller, 1971) but has not been tested.
ICI is to start an in-house company timesharing service in 
early 1972, but there are no plans to provide a simulation program.
Thus it can fairly be stated that the timeshared terminals 
have not affected the reasoning in section 1.6 for producing a 
simulation program to be operated by the user and valuable in 
locations without excellent access to large digital computers.
8.4 ASSESSMENT OF SHAC
It has been conclusively demonstrated that limited digital 
computing facilities can be used to simulate medium sized dynamic 
models effectively and economically. This is only possible by a care­
ful choice of the techniques used to write the program. By their 
nature, simulation programs do not fit easily onto timesharing 
services or fast turnround batch processing services, and this 
situation is unlikely to change in the near future. However, the 
number of small computers in service is increasing,nany of them not 
fully used, and SHAC .can be run on such computers. The facilities 
available are similar to those of an analogue computer in that the 
problem is specified as a block diagram and the user operates the 
computer himself, but with two important advantages:
- specialised functions are very easy to program.
- the computer is not dedicated to simulation.
The analogue computer has a much higher potential speed 
which is invaluable for optimisation of stiff equations (but such 
problems are often so complex that a full hybrid computer is required).
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The modifications should be completed to allow the SHAC 
program to run under the ICI timesharing organiser for Argus 
computers (Bowen and Fish, 1971). This should include facilities 
to add optimising and tuning routines through FORTRAN programs.
It would then be available on one plant computer and three 
laboratory systems. Only small modifications would be required 
to permit operation on Ferranti DIRECTOR timesharing systems.
Good documentation is essential for widespread use of any. 
program, and this should be given priority. It is required at the 
user level, to teach a simulator how to utilise the facilities 
correctly, and at the programmer level to aid tailoring to 
different systems, addition of new facilities, etc.
ICI is currently developing a high-level language (based on 
ALGOL) which is particularly designed for programming process control 
computers, as it provides programming facilities to minimise core 
usage and maximise speed. This language, known as RTL/2 (Gray, 1970) 
has been used in prototype form on the Argus 500 and a compiler 
is now being produced for the PDP-11 computer. A program written 
in RTL/2 is claimed to be nearly as efficient as a good assembler 
code program, but almost entirely computer independent. Once RTL/2 
is proven on several process computers, any further work on SHAC 
should be programmed in that language to increase the number of 
computer systems where it may be used.
A number of novel techniques have been suggested for 
analogue computers and ;theiruse on SHAC should be assessed. One 
such is linear programming, where the integration drives the model 
into an optimal state, another is reverse time simulation (suggested 
by Williamson, 1969) where a solution is computed backwards from a 
known end point to find the range of acceptable input conditions.
It is not thought worthwhile to devote serious effort into 
implementing real-time simulation incorporating.actual plant 
equipment. The scale.of process plant in the chemical industry is 
such that a simulation of that kind would prove very costly, so 
that it would be carried out only in unusual circumstances. However, 
the program could be used with little effort on a computer with the 
appropriate interface to model an unbuilt plant, to allow operator 
training on a mock control panel.
f m a n y  y ciicj-c — r —  . _ _
to specify a model. However, the program must remain as a block- 
structured, fixed-point arithmetic system or it will become either 
excessively large or excessively slow and fail to meet its 
original purpose.
8.6 THE NEXT FEW YEARS
Simulation inside ICI will probably continue to be based 
largely on digital simulation, and it is unlikely that much use 
will be made of timesharing systems for this work. Locations with 
high volumes of computing should get better turn round times with 
the introduction of high-speed remote job-entry terminals 
(consisting of a fast card reader and lineprinter) which can reduce 
the time to 15 minutes or so. As yet, however, these terminals are 
much more expensive than the mechanical transport (i.e. car shuttle 
service) used at present, and these will continue to be used so long 
as few users require the fast turnround demanded by simulation users. 
On sites with poor access to large computers, simulation will 
continue on existing analogue computers although the purchase of new 
ones is most unlikely.
If the SHAC program is documented and reprogrammed in RTL/2, 
it will be used on sites with appropriate process computers for the 
ease, economy and speed of solving medium sized problems.
The development of models with both discrete and continuous 
features, for such purposes as the assessment of overall reliability 
of a complex plant by statistical methods, will be retarded on 
digital computers by the cost of the multiple runs, but the Teesside 
hybrid computer will almost certainly be used for such studies.
In about 3 years’ time, I would expect the development of a 
digital differential analyser as a peripheral to a large digital 
computer to be completed at the hardware level, although substantial 
software development might well still be required. If the technique 
is proven and economic, such a unit would probably be added to the 
Company timesharing computer which should then give very cheap 
simulation facilities.
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APPENDIX 1. INTEGRATION METHODS
Figures Al.l - A1.3 illustrate some of the methods. The rectangular 
method uses the equation
x ,. •= x + A . x ..... (Al.l)
n+1 n n
thus making the approximation that the slope of x is constant through
the integration step, as in Fig. Al.l.
i .
The value of x , _ for use on the next step, is then calculated n+1
from the equations of the model which define x^^ in terms of and
the other variables at time n+1.
A more refined method is to use past knowledge of the way in which
the slope has been changing to predict how it will behave during the next
step. Fig. A1.2 illustrates the trapezoidal (or 2nd order Adams-Bashforth)
method which uses the slopes at t^^ and t^ to predict the slope at t ^ ,
which is then used to update x to xr n n+1
A » i '
i.e. x _ = x + -r- (3 x - x ' ')•n+1 n 2 n n-1
The predicted value of xn+  ^is used only to calculate xn+ »^ the value of 
xn+  ^actually used to calculate the next step being found, as before, 
from the model equations. Formulae are available to include many values 
of past slopes, a popular one being the fourth-order Adams-Bashforth 
formula:
x i = x + —  (55 x - 59 x _ + 37 x 0 - 9 x ) ..... (A1.2)n+1 n 24 n n-1 n-2 n-3
This class is known as multi-step predictor methods.
An extension is to use predictor-corrector methods. Here the 
value xn+  ^as calculated in (A1.2) is regarded only as a predicted value 
xn+]^> which is inserted into the model calculations to give the pre­
dicted value of x This is then used in a formula which includes then+1 t
predicted value of x ,. as well as the actual values of x , x - etc.r n+1 n n-1
Equations of this type are known as Adams-Moulton formulae, the equations 
for the fourth-order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector being:
P . A  /rn ’ » t .
derivative
'n-1
time
ttt
n-1 'n+1
Figure Al.l. Rectangular Integration
n
n-1
n-2
n-1
time
t. t ttn-2 n+1
Figure A1.2. Trapezoidal Integration
x
n+1
time
’n+1
Figure A1.3« Fourth order Runge-Kutta Integration
The multistep methods have the disadvantage of being difficult to 
start, as they require past values of slopes. This difficulty also 
applies if the step length A is changed. A class of methods known as 
'single-step' are self contained and, although sometimes used to start 
off a multistep method, are often used to generate the whole solution.
One of the most commonly used methods is the fourth-order Runge-Kutta, 
which operates as in Fig. A1.3. The basis of the method is to carry put 
preliminary explorations of the area, evaluating the derivative from
trial values of x and t, before carrying out the final accurate step.
»
The slope is first used to go forward A/2 i.e. half a step, 
to the point A, where the slope is evaluated:
xA = x + 4 . x .... (A1.7)
A n 2 n
XA = f (XA, W  •••• (A1,8)
I
The slope x^ is now used to repeat the half step to point B, 
where the slope is again evaluated
XB = Xn + f ’ XA •••• (A1-9)
XB = f (V  W  •••• (A1.10)
I ■ ■
The slope x. is used to make a full step forward to point C, then b
the slope is evaluated:
i
xc = xn + a • XB .... (Al.ll)
XC = f (XC’ tn+l) •••• (A1,12)
Weighted means of these slopes are then used to carry out the final, 
accurate, step forward:
V l “ Xn + 6 + 2 XA + 2 XB + XC} " "  tA1‘13)
xn+l = f (xn+l’ tn+l)   (Al.U)
It will be realised that all the predictor methods must make dummy 
steps, at each of which the derivative term is evaluated (i.e. the value 
inserted in the model equations and the values of all integrator inputs 
recalculated). Thus the fourth order Runge-Kutta method makes four 
derivative evaluations per time step A.
APPENDIX 2. ERRORS IN THE SHAC INTEGRATION METHOD
Two models, which can also be solved analytically, were simulated 
to establish the dependence of error on integration step size. In both 
cases, a predictor block, was used to close the feedback loop.
A2.1 SIMPLE SINE
d^x x(0) = 0— o = -X i' :
1.0
-1
sincos
PRE
The output of block 1 should be a cosine wave with constant 
amplitude ±1.0 and period 2tt (6.28318). The model was run over 15 
complete cycles and amplitude and frequency changes were noted.
Two types of amplitude error were distinguished, the first; being a 
relatively large error at the end of the first cycle and the second 
a much smaller error per cycle over the next 14 cycles. The initial 
error is due to the first step being rectangular rather than 
trapezoidal, as it is impossible to predict from zero time.
The results obtained are summarised in Table A2.1.
Sampling
interval
A
Error after 
1st cycle
Error over next 
14 cycles
Time between 
maxima over 
14 cycles +
V
Ex/A2*
E2
e 2/a2* e 2/a3*
.08 .0076227 1.00 .0234000 1.00 1.00 87.76 ± .08
.04 .0018000 0.94 .0027200 0.46 0.93 87.92 ± .04
.02 .0004224 0.88 .0003243 0.22 0.90 87.96 ± .02
.01 .0000987 0.83 .0000405 0.11 0.90 87.96 ± . 01
.005 .0000233 0.78 .0000057 0.06 0.97 87.965±.005
.0025 .0000057 0.77 .0000009 0.04 1.25 87.969±.003
.00125 .0000014- 0.94 0 0 0 87.969±.002
* normalised, taking ratio for A = 0.08 as 1.
+ 28tt ® 87.9645.
TABLE A2.1., EFFECT 0 F SMPLIIG INTERVAL ON ERRORS IN SIMPLE SINE
This demonstrates that the error on the first cycle is
2 . .
0(A ), which is reasonable as the rectangular approximation has
2 .a local error of 0(A ) and only one rectangular step is used.
3 ‘However the error on succeeding steps is 0(A ), which is the local
2error of the trapezoidal method, whereas an error of 0(A ) would 
be expected globally. However a close inspection of one of the runs 
(Table A2.2) indicates that the amplitude, although rising overall, 
exhibits a fluctuation and it is postulated that the change of 
sign of derivatives causes a self cancelling effect in the errors 
rather than being purely additive.
Any frequency shift effects are seen to be below the 
discrimination of the sampling interval.
Time Cos Max (cos) Time at max/1000
0.000 1.0000 1.0000000 0.0000000
7.000 0.7538 1.0000987 0.0062801
14.001 0.1362 1.0000972 0.0125705
21.001 “0.5485 1.0001082 0.0188508
28.001 -0.9630 1.0001111 0.0251311
35.002 -0.9032 1.0001044 0.0314114
42.002 -0.3985 1.0001158 0.0377016
49.002 0.3025 1.0001215 0.0439819
56.002 0.8545 1.0001187 0.0502622
63.003 0.9856 1.0001311 0.0628328
70.003 0.6312 1.0001316 0.0691131
77.003 -0.0341 1.0001258 0.0754033
84.004 -0.6826 1.0001387 0.0816836
91.004 -0.9949 1.0001435 0.0879639
98.004 -0.8171 1.0001392 0.0942442
99.995 0.8594 1.0001392 0.0942442 ,
TABLE A2.2 - SIMPLE SINE AMPLITUDE AND PERIOD, A = 0.01
A2.2 FIRST ORDER EQUATION 
dx
dt
= x + t x (0) = 1
1.0
t
PRE
This equation has the analytical solution
x(t) D 2et r t - 1
so results from the simulation may readily be checked.
The problem was run from time 0.0 to 0.5 with integration 
steps from 0.001 to 0.1 and the errors noted at intervals of 0.1. 
Below A*0.01, the errors were negligible but the errors for 
A = 0.01 to 0.1 are plotted against A in Figure A2.1. The gradient
O
of log (error)/log (A) is approximately 2, hence the error is 0(A ). 
This agrees much better with the expected error than does the 
simple sine case.
X time = 0.1
m time = 0.2
o time =0.5
® - time = 0.4
o time = 0.5
Log (error) , oc
L o ^ f r r  “
i.e. error oc A  ^
0.1
Sampling
Interval
A
o.oi
0.001
0.00001
4 5 6 7 8 0
0.0001
4 5 6 7 B 9
0.001
-I 5 6 7 8
Error
Figure A2.1. Error vs. Sampling Interval for dx/dt *= x + t
APPENDIX 3 - A TYPICAL SHAC RUN
This is the record of a typical run, as follows:
Figure A3.1 
Figure A3.2 
Figure A3.3 
Figure A3.4 
Figure A3.5
Patching diagram
Problem specification tape printout 
Runtime printout on teletype 
Calcomp graph of results 
Teletype plot of results
The example used is that of the simple sine, which is described 
in detail in Section 4.1.
Time PLOT
MAX
overwrite
output
value
AND
CMP
OVR
0.49 NOT
cosine sine
FIGURE A3.1 - PATCHING DIAGRAM
/:SW-1 CLEAR - SIMPLE SI ME ONLY
/sSW-1 SET - PREDICTOR INSERTED 
V = V 130
*1 0 1 0000 1 /CRAM CJNSTAiNr FJR PRINT TABLES
C VI 30
\/ = V/1 30/TABULAR JUTPUT OF COSINE(BLOCK 1) & M A X O L O C K  S)
# 1 » A> * 1 SVI » /I INTEGER# 4 FRACTIONS#BLOCK
+2 /PREMULTIPLT OUTPUT OF BLOCK 1
> 1 # 7 # * 5 5 V1 * /MAX BLOCK
+2
> 1* 1  * *S7Vl> /TIME AT MAXIMUM
+1
#1#0#*12 7V1# /HSW SETTING
+ 1
+ 0
pgiNTlt^ G-
V = VI /BASE ADDRESS FOR DATA BLOCKS 
/Q.TIMER - BLOCK NUMBER + DESCRIPTION 
+ 0
*140VI /BLOCK *14 IS HIGHEST USED
+ V86 /TIMER ROUTINE
+.007 /PRINT INTERVALS .00 1
+.1 /(RUN TIME)*0.001
+0 /WILL HOLD (TIME>*0*001
+0 /NEXT BLOCK IS SEQUENTIAL
+.01 •/DELTA
/ l .INT
+125V1 /INPUT - 1 FROM OUTPUT OF BLOCK *12
+0 /INPUT - 2 NOT USED
+ V84 /INTEGRATION ROUTINE
+ 0
+0.s /INITIAL CONDITION
+0 /WILL HOLD OUTPUT VALUE (COSINE)
+0 /NEXT BLOCK SEQUENTIAL
/2. INI'
*1 5V1 
+ 0
+ V84 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
+q continued...
+ 0
Figure Aj»2. Problem specification tape printout
/3.NEG
*2SV1 
+ 0
+ V85 
+ 0 
-1 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/INPUT
/INPUT
/ADDER
1 FROM BLOCK 2
2 UNUSED
/GAIN = -1
/4.PREDICT
*35 VI 
+ 0
+ V1 24 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/OUTPUT IS PREDICTED VALUE OF INPUT NEXT CYC
/5•MAX
*1 5 VI 
*0 5 VI 
+ V1 07 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/TIME
/6.COMPARE
*1 5V1 
*145V1 
+.V1 1 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/7.AND
*6 5V1 
* 1 0 5VI 
+ V1 12 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/I 0 .NOT (NUMBERING IS OCTAL NOT DECIMAL)
*65V1 
+ 0
+ VI I 4
continued.•
Figure A3.2. (continued)
f O l l 'C .  1
/ PAGE 3
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/I 1 .OVERWRITE
+ 0 /VALUE WRITTEN IN IS ZERO
*75V1 /WRITTEN WHENEVER VALUE OF INPUT = *1*
+ Vi 06
*55V1 /WRITTEN TO OUTPUT LOCATION OF BLOCK 5
+ 0 
>0 
+ 0 
+ 0
/ 1 2 • S W- 1
*35 V 1 
* 45 V 1 
+ V1 04
+ 1 /NO* 1
+ 0
+ 0 /OUTPUT = IN-1 IF SW-1 UP* = IN-2 IF SW-1
+ 0 
+ 0
/13• CALCOMP
*0 5V 1 /X = TIME
* 1 5 V1 /Y = COSINE
+ V 1 3 9
+ . 1 /X - MAX
+ 0 - /X - MIN
+.9999999 /Y - MAX
+ 0
-1.0 /Y - MIN
/I 4.CONSTANT
+ 0 
+ 0
+ V105
+0-49 /CONSTANT VALUE
+0 
+ 0
*Q0V1 /NEXT BLOCK IS NUMBER 0 I.E. TIMER
+ 0
Z/.END
DOWN
Figure A3.2. (continued)
?
G/USK APRIL III LUaD P RlJBLfc.N 1 APR
V=*00000 -
SINE - 1 NOV 71
sw-l CLEAR - SIMPLE SINE tJNLY
SW-1 SET - PREDICTOR INSERTED
V = *l 1 I 50
END
/CHECK SR-1 CLEAR 
JVI0 0/ENTER SHAG time at max
time cos raax(cos) 1000 HS
0-000 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 000 0000 0 * 0 00000 0 0
7.000 0 . 7843 1.0319066 0 *0062901 0
14.00 1 0.1527 1 .0 648 388 O'. 0 1 2580 5 0
P I .00 1 -0.6028 1 .0988259 0*0 188608 0
28.001 - 1 .1052 1 . 1338839 0.0251411 0
A 5 • 0 0 2 -1.0798 1 . 1 70 0 744 0• 0 3 14314 0
42-002 -0•50 1 3 1 .2074184 0*0377116 0
49*0 02 0.37 5-1 1.2459392 0.0439919 0
56*002 1 . 1236 1 . 1235561 0 .056002.4 0
63.003 1.3526 1.3690681 0*0628428 0
70*003 0*9077 1.4127731 0.0691331 0
77.003 -0 *0329 1.4578585 0.0754133 0
84.004 - 1.0249 1.5043678 0*0817036 0
91 .004 -1.5655 1.5523929 0.0879839 0
98.004 - 1 .3461 1.6019315 0.0942642 0
99.995 1.40 48 1.4048266 0.0999945 0
second run with HSW1 set
0*00 0 1 .0000 I . 0000000 0.0 000 0,00 1
7.000 0 .7538 1.000 0987 0 .0 06280 1 1
14*001 0.1362 1 .0000972 0 * 0 1 25705 1
21 .001 -0 .5485 1 .000 1 082 0*0188508 1
28.001 -0*9630' 1.0001111 0 f0251 311 1
35.002 -0*9032 1.0001044 0*0 3 1 4 1 1 4 1
42.0 02 -0.3985 1.0 001158 0.0377016 1
49.002 0 .3025 1.000 1215 0.0 439819 1
56*002 0*8545 1.0001187 0. 0 502622 1
63.003 0.9856 1.0001311 0.0628328 1
70.003 0-6312 1.0001316 0.0691131 1
7 7.003 -0*0341 1.0 001258 0* 0 7 5 4 0 3 3 1
84.00 4 — 0 -6826 1.000 1387 0 .0816836 1
91.00 4 -0 *9949 1.000143 5 0.0879639 1
98.004 -0.8171 1.0001392 0•0942442 1
99.995 0.8594 1.0001392 0•0 9 42442 1
W1 setting
continued.•
Figure A5.5. Runtime printout on teletypewriter
V = * 13 0 V 1 
/n.pfjT 
* --------
//# = * 11130s 
*130% --
#% = *! 1 1 30----^
*1 5 V 1
+ V 82
V = * l 4 6 V 1
T*1 1 M 6
>000 1 10 0 0 ,
V = * 1 50 V 1
/ I 5•CUNST
+ V1 05
* 145V1
*■1 5 5V1
+ V85
typing faults
April error prints
USING APRIL TO MODIFY 
PATCH DIAGRAM 
delete plotter block, 
insert attenuator and 
offset to modify cosine 
value into range
0.0 to +1.0 for output 
on teletype plot
block 14 currently 
has next block - timer 
i.e, end of cycle
set next block to be sequential
block 16. next block = timer
(0.0 1' 1.0)
for teletype plot
Figure A3.3- (continued)
continued..•
V = 3 V 1 
F V
V = * 11003
+0•0 0 69999 
+ .001
V = * 1 0 50# 1
= * 1 100^ J 
V = * 10750 
+ 1
* 1 6 5 V 1 
+ 0 1 
+ 0 \
+ 0 J
V =*10760?
+ 0 j
J v 1 0 0
current print interval = .007 x 1000
i.e. 7*0
change to print interval 1*0 
mistype
switch on teletype plot 
A plot = output of block 16
B,C and B plots unused
turn off typed output 
enter SHAG
FHKMJk 10 IN
7
V = * 1 VI 
-JV
T * 1 1 0 0  1
>0001-1140 
* 1 60V1 
JV1 00
BLOCK y; 1 1 I 4{] -Ue0 next block out of range
(because top block still set to 14)
top block = 14 
change to 16
0.000 
1.010 
2-0 10
3.010 
4*010
5.010
6.010 
7.010 
8*010 
9*010
10.0 10
times only printed on teletype, 
whilst plot tape output to punch
Figure A3.3. (continued)
2.0
Outer trace - Run; 1, no predictor 
Inner trace - Run 2, with predictor1.6
0.8
0.4
cosine
0.0
0.4
- 1.2
- 1.6
0o
60 90 ioo80704020100
Time
Figure A5*4« Calcomp graph of results
A I
1 0 .930 I AI
11.230 I I A
11.531 I I
11.SAG I I A8
1 2 . 1 4 1 1  I AB
12.441 I I AB
12.751 I I A8
13*0 51 I I AB
13.351 I 1 AB
13.661 I I A
13.961 I I A
14.261 I A 1
14.571 I BA I
14.871 I BA I
1 5 . 1 7 1 1  BA I
15.481 I BA I
15.781 I BA I
16-0 91 I QA I
16.391 I BA I
16.691 I BA I
17.001 I BA I
17.301 I A
17.601 I I A
17.911 I I AB
1 8 . 2 1 1 1  I AB
18.511 I I AB
18.821 I I A 8
19.121 I I AB
19.421 I I AB
19.731 I I AB
20 .031 I I A
20-331 I IA
20.641 I A I
20.941 I BA I
21.241 I 8 A I
2 1 . 5 5 1 1  8 A I
21.851 I . 6 A I
2 2 . 1 51 I B A  I
22*461 I 8 A I
22.761 I BA I
23*061 I BA I
23.371 I BA I
23*671 I IA
23.971 I I AB
2 4-281 I I AB
24.581 I I AB
2 4.881 I I A B
2 5 . 1 9 1 1  I A B
25.491 I I AB
25.791 I I AB
26.10 1 I I AB
26.401 I I A
26.701 I A
27.011 I A I
Figure A3.5. Teletype graph of portion of results
APPENDIX 4. SAMPLED DATA ANALYSIS FOR X(t) = f-GX.dt
CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION
X(t) = X(O) - /* GX(t) dt
o
This is stable for all values of G.
SAMPLED REPRESENTATION
Stability depends on the incremental approximation used for 
integration, the loop gain G, and the sampling interval A.
(a) Rectangular integration
X(t) = X(t - A) - G.A. X(t - A)
In z notation (z = e^S = delay operator)
X = X. z”1 ~ G.A. X.z"'1
..\z = 1 - GA
Thus jzj < 1  for 11 — GA j < 1
i.e. G A “C 2
2
or A < /G for stability
(b) Trapezoidal integration
PA
X(t) = X(t - A) - ~  (X(t -* A) + X(t - 2A))
. “ . ~1 GA , -1 -2.. . 1 = z - —j (z + z ■)
2 z2 + (GA -2) z + GA= 0
2 - GA ± n/(GA)2 - 12GA + 4 
2 4
Graphically, jzj < 1 for GA < 2
2i.e. A < /G for stability (as in (a) )
APPENDIX 5 - EQUATIONS FOR BOILER MODEL
UNSCALED EQUATIONS :
PS = PS1 + /[3.3484Q x lo”5 + 0.021561 (PM-PS)] dt
PM = PMx + Jf0.1320 PS - 0.1469 PM - 0,251FD]dt
FT = 74 x 0.007109 (PS-PM) +17.24
P2 = -100 (0.03 PM + X1/TI1)/K1
Xji = Jo.03 PM dt
X5 = /[P2 - P5 + 12.o] dt
A8 = (P2 - P5 + 12.0 + X5/TI3)/K3
Ay = /0.4546 (Ag - Ay) dt
A3 = / [ 0.5561 Ay - 0.4241 Ag] dt
P5 = 11.6415 + 0.49912 (Ag + 0.7088) + 0.0093277 (Ag + 0.7088)2
Y = /[2.7073Ag - 0.4995 y ] dt
KX = /[0.3857 (Pg - P9 +„ X9/TI5)/K5 - 0.4995 Kx] dt
Pg = 9.6009 + 1.0751(KX + 2.0) + 0.06221 (KX + 2.0)2
Xn = 20Y - 277KX + 29.49
0 = X1]L/(Y + KX + 159.495)
M  Xn  >0
then Q = -34Y + 19755.6KX
If X11 < 0
then Q = 1771Y - 5223.6 KX + 2659
SHAC SCALING FACTORS
Parameter Approx.maximum Scaling
PS 200 1/1000
PM 200 1/1000
P2 6 1/100
P5 12 1/100
P9 15 1/100
X1 500 1/1000
x5 500 1/1000
x g 500 1/1000
x n 100 1/1000
A3 6 1/100
A7 6 1/100
A8 6 1/100
Y 20 1/100
K1 200 1/1000
k3 1 1
K5 .385 1/10
TI1 60 1/100
TI
3 60 1/100
TI5 60
1/100
Q 20000 io “5
KX 2 1/10
FT 50 1/1000
FD 7 1/1000
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SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC PHYSICAL 
SYSTEMS USING A DIGITAL PROCESS- 
CONTROL COMPUTER
A digital computer designed for process control can be used 
for the simulation o f complex continuous systems. The 
program is to contain facilities for the inclusion of items o f 
operating equipment within the simulation study.
Introduction: Large analogue and hybrid computers are not 
readily available because they are expensive both to buy and 
to maintain. Digital-computer programs are now being used 
to simulate large continuous systems using analogue 
methods.1- 3 However, these programs require considerable 
storage capacities and can only be used on service computers, 
which are inconvenient for analogue work and costly to use.
During the past few years, digital computers have been 
used to replace the automatic controllers on chemical, process 
plant.4 These process-control computers will perform fixed- 
point arithmetic very rapidly and are designed with input- 
output equipment to connect them with plant. However, they 
are far cheaper than the service computers because they have 
relatively small storage, and functions such as floating-point 
arithmetic must be carried out by program. It seemed feasible 
that they might provide an economical and convenient way 
o f carrying out simulation as with an analogue computer. 
A program called ‘simulated hybrid analogue computer’ 
(s.h.a.c.) is now being developed for this purpose, and the 
work to date is described in this letter.
Description o f  system: S .H .A .C . has been devised to meet 
two important constraints:
(a) The program must be compact for use on process-control- 
type computers; core storage is often only 4000-12000 words, 
and few o f our machines have backing storage.
(6) The program must work quickly to give reasonable speed 
when simulating large systems.
The user sets up a simulation by providing data for the 
s.h.a.c. program, corresponding to the analogue user inter­
connecting computing amplifiers by wires and defining para­
meters by switch settings. A block o f 8 words o f core store is 
allocated for each computing element, and, in this block, the 
user stores data defining the type o f element, its parameters 
and its connections with other elements. Typical blocks are 
shown in Fig. i .  As well as the normal analogue computing 
elements, it has been easy to provide complex analogue units 
such as 3-term controller and pure time delay. Logic ele­
ments, e.g. comparator, a n d , n o t  and logic-operated switch 
are readily produced. I f  necessary, special routines may be 
added by writing short sections o f program.
S.H.A .C . uses the trapezium rule for integration; i.e., for an 
integrator with input x, the output y is given by:
A) - y(0) 4 £  {x(n&) + x(nA A)}~n~ I
The step length A must obviously be small compared with 
time constants in the simulated system. One computing cycle 
is carried out for each value o f n, and the cycle is ordered so 
that, wherever possible, x(n&) is available before y(n&) is 
calculated. Predictor-corrector integration techniques are not 
then required. The integration program is thus shorter than 
otherwise and, more importantly, computing time and work­
ing storage are greatly reduced. Obviously, in a closed loop 
of computing elements, one integrator must have y{nfS.) 
calculated using x(/?A - A). This has the effect o f inserting a 
delay equal to A before the input to that integrator. In  practice, 
we select a fairly large value for A  and carry out a test simula­
tion, repeating this for smaller values o f A  until the results
Integrator Timer
0 INPUT ADDRESS 1 0 Unused
1 INPUT ADDRESS 2 1 NUMBER OF COMPUTING BLOCKS USED
2 INTEGRATOR 2 TIMER
3 Working storage 3 PRINTING INTERVAL
4 . IN IT IAL OUTPUT 4 R U N TIM E
5 Output value 5 Current time
6 NEXT COMPUTING BLOCK 6 NEXT COMPUTING BLOCK
7 Working storage 7 TIME INCREMENT PER CYCLE
Saturation (limiter) a n d  gate
0 INPUT ADDRESS 1 0 INPUT ADDRESS 1
1 INPUT ADDRESS 2 1 INPUT ADDRESS 2
2 SATURATION 2 AND
3 UPPER LIMIT 3 Unused
4 LOWER LIMIT 4 Unused
5 Output value 5 Output value
6 NEXT COMPUTING BLOCK 6 NEXT COMPUTING BLOCK
7 Unused 7 Unused
Fig. 1 Examples of computing blocks
Locations noted in block capitals must be filled by the user, the others will cither have data stored there by program or be unused 
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simple method o f integration maxes uiguai aimujaiw.i 
practicable on the small machine.
S .H .A .C . has been coded for the Ferranti Argus range o f 
process computers, although it could readily be written for 
other similar machines. I f  the s.h.a.c. program is used in a 
computer with 4000 words o f core store, it is equivalent to a 
200-amplifier analogue computer. One computing cycle for 
a full-sized problem should take about 0 -1 s.
A  number o f industrial problems have been studied using 
s.h.a.c. It  has also been used successfully on a time-sharing 
computer system which was controlling a pilot plant at the 
time the simulation was carried out, without any interaction 
between the two operations.
Previously, simulation programs have usually been run 
in the jobstrcams o f service computers. The user achieves 
greater productivity when operating the computer himself for 
at least an hour continuously, but this is only possible at 
stipulated and inconvenient times and is expensive, as it 
completely occupies a large data-processing system. S .H .A .C ., 
however, runs on a relatively cheap installation which the 
user operates himself.
When completed, s.h.a.c. will exploit the plant-connection 
facilities o f process-control computers, so that the study can 
include actual plant equipment in simulations. It will then 
be possible to incorporate complex units such as a controller 
or a section o f pilot plant within the simulation, rather than 
having to represent them by approximate models. This pro­
cedure would be fairly straightforward on a computer carrying 
only one task at any one time, but poses synchronisation 
problems on a time-shared system, the latter being the situa­
tion in which s.h.a.c. is intended to be most widely used.
The work forms part o f an industrial collaborative Ph.D. 
project.
j. G. sellers 5th August 1968
A. THOMPSON
Department o f Electrical & Control Engineering 
University o f Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey, England
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